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ADVERTORIAL

Investing Legend Issues
Urgent Warning On Bitcoin,
Cryptocurrencies
Do not put a penny into any cryptocurrency
until you read this message.
BY SHANNON MILLER, INVESTORPLACE

Multi-millionaire fund manager Louis
Navellier has an urgent message for
anyone looking to “dip their toes” into the
cryptocurrency markets…
Navellier warns:
“DO NOT buy Bitcoin, Ethereum,
Ripple or any of the other 1,211
cryptocurrencies out there.”
“Instead,” he continues, “there’s
a much better – much more
potentially lucrative – way to make
a killing in these markets…”
And he would know. Over the past 30
years, Navellier has gained an almost
mythical status for his ability to find new
and profitable investment ideas…

Multi-millionaire Louis Navellier has an urgent
message for anyone looking to “dip their toes”
into the cryptocurrency markets.

he now refers to as the cryptocurrency
‘Master Key.’
In short, the ‘Master Key’ is a way
to benefit from all the best and most
explosive cryptocurrency winners – and
none of the losers.

This secret investment, for example, trounced the returns of
the world’s most popular cryptocurrency, Bitcoin, last year
by a factor of more than 3-to-1…
In college, Navellier gained access to Wells
Fargo’s powerful mainframe computers
and wrote an algorithm that crushed the
S&P by more than 300% — this was
before his 19th birthday.
After college, he designed a proprietary
stock-picking program he used to uncover
recommendations like Apple at $4…
Oracle at $6… and other huge winners
like Starbucks, Amazon, Intel, and Google
well before they were household names.
Today, he’s one of America’s top Money
Managers, with over $1 billion under
management.
Most recently, Navellier uncovered what

This secret investment, for example,
trounced the returns of the world’s most
popular cryptocurrency, Bitcoin, last year
by a factor of more than 3-to-1…
Yet, not 1 in 1,000 people are aware of the
Master Key.
I strongly encourage you to check out Mr.
Navellier’s recent write-up on this situation,
which explains exactly what the Master
Key is… how it all works… and how you
can use it too, beginning immediately.
You can access his full analysis, on his
company’s website, free of charge,
right here.
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INSIDE THIS ISSUE

T

his month, we’re talking The
Transition... how the Industrial
Revolution led directly to the winner-take-all
nature of the Digital Revolution... and what
happens next.
Editor in Chief P.J. O’Rourke shows how
every economic transition benefits the few.
But only some economic transitions benefit
the many...
Turney Duff shares how Wall Street has
changed due to social media... Christine
Rosen goes “inside the hive mind”... Andy
Ferguson details how the Internet has
made politics far worse... and movie critic
John Podhoretz shows how CGI has
invaded the movies.

Plus, we share two ways to profit from The
Transition... the “obvious” American giant
way and the “unknown” Chinese giant.
(You’d be up 60% or 100% if you had
followed this advice, several times more than
the broad market.)

“

Our fantastic design director Erica Wood
tries to get a computer to create this month’s
magazine cover.

“

Why rely on our puny
individual brains when
we had the vast resources
of the collaborative hive
mind to make us better,
smarter, faster, and more
meme-friendly?
Christine Rosen
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America is now home to an
ever-growing army of jobless
men no longer even looking for
work – over 7 million between
ages 25 and 55, the traditional
prime of working life.
Nicolas Eberstadt

Bill Shaw looks at those who lose from
a Transition, taking us on a ride around
Baltimore with the repo man. And Dr. David
Eifrig has one rule you must follow in 2018.
Finally, we have an excerpt from Nicholas
Eberstadt’s fantastic book, Men Without
Work, about America’s hidden crisis. And
Buck Sexton looks at why everything for
President Trump hinges on 2018.
Enjoy the issue. And tell us what you think at
feedback@americanconsequences.com.
Regards,
Steven Longenecker
Managing Editor, American Consequences

From Editor in Chief

P.J. O’Rourke

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

ECONOMIC TRANS
EVERY ECONOMIC TRANSITION BENEFITS THE FEW.
ONLY SOME ECONOMIC TRANSITIONS BENEFIT THE MANY.
6
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SITIONS

CLICK HERE TO
READ THE WEB VERSION

We wouldn’t want to do without
economic progress, but not every
economic transition is progress.
The first major economic transition
happened when the economy was still very
primitive. Two million years ago, Homo
erectus came down from the trees and stood
up on two legs. (You can tell how primitive
the economy was by the fact that Homo
erectus never licensed his name to any of the
pharmaceutical companies who advertise to
men on Fox News.)
Becoming bipedal was a splendid economic
advance for our ancestors. It allowed them to
walk to places where there were good things
to eat and run back with their arms full.
Unless they fell over. Which is what happened
to the members of Homo erectus who aren’t
our ancestors.
I’m guessing there was what economists call
a “Pareto distribution” – an 80%/20% split
– among Homo erectus. (More on Pareto and
his principle on page 10.) One out of five was
walking around looking for good things to
eat. Four out of five grunted, “Standing up
is too hard.” They sat back down... and were
eaten by saber-toothed tigers.
At about the same time that we started to
stand up, we also started to make stone tools.
The “Paleolithic Age” was another major
economic transition. Stone axes, stone knives,
and stone spearheads allowed us to hit, stab,
and poke things.
American Consequences
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But, again, I’m guessing that paleo-technology
baffled many cavemen. Try it yourself: Make a
sharp stone knife blade by knocking it against
another. Having much luck? Me either.
If you and I had been around back then, the
things that got hit, stabbed, and poked would
have been us.
The next important economic transformation
was around 12,000 years ago. During the
“Neolithic Revolution,” agriculture began to
replace hunting and gathering. This would seem
to have been a win/win development for everyone
– just sit there and watch the corn grow.
Wheat, rye, and maize don’t kick or bite or
charge you with big horns. They can’t run
away. And they don’t try to fool you when
you’re gathering them the way deliciouslooking deadly nightshade berries do.
But, as the prestigious British journal New
Scientist says, “Decrease in physical stature
and health in transition from huntergathering to agriculture is well-documented.”
Turns out Neolithic farmers were smaller,
weaker, less resistant to disease, and they died
a lot more.
Besides, where’s the fun in sitting there
watching the corn grow? I’m for hunting
some deer with my Remington .30-06 semiauto. We’ll gather a few six-packs on the way
home.
Slavery also caused an economic transition,
and how brilliant it must have seemed. You
used to have to work. Now somebody else has
to work. And it’s free. Well, almost. You’ve got
to provide straw pallets, dole out thin gruel
8
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once a day, and give the slaves an occasional
break to drink out of a mud puddle.
It was a brilliant innovation – unless you were
a slave. And that was fairly likely. Historians
estimate that, in the first century BC, between
35% and 40% of the people in Italy were
slaves.
And free slave labor also didn’t make things
easier for the working-class Romans citizens,
the plebeians. The Imperial Minimum Wage
was, basically, 0.
I suppose the plebs could have attempted to
undercut that... “I’ll bring my own straw pallet,
bowl of thin gruel, and mud puddle.” But...
When the Roman Empire fell and the
Middle Ages came along, the plebeians were
economically transitioned into serfs, villeins, and
other forms of peasantry. This at least got them
outdoors and into the fresh air, delving and
spanning on the large manors of feudal barons.
Baronial manors were an efficient economic
institution, at least compared to rapine and
pillage, the other economic institutions of the era.
The Medieval peasants, however, did not seem
to have been very grateful for this economic
efficiency. There were violent peasant
uprisings in AD 841, 928, 1277, 1323, 1343,
1358, 1381, 1382, 1401, 1409, 1437, 1441,
1450, 1453, 1462, 1478, 1485, and 1498.
The only economic good news for ordinary
people during the Middle Ages was the
Black Death. It did have adverse effects,
killing between 30% and 60% of Europe’s
population in the 1300s. But consider the
benefits: Upward pressure on wage rates and

benefit packages resulting from supply-side
labor market shortfalls.
The discovery of the New World meant a
literal economic transition. The Spanish
transitioned an estimated $530 billion in
silver and gold from the Western Hemisphere
to Europe.
Since there were only about 90 million
Europeans at the time, this meant that each of
them got $5,888.88 apiece and everybody was
rich... or so simple arithmetic would tell us.

“

The ‘Industrial Revolution’
was great for everyone...
everyone, that is, who was
rich already.

Simple arithmetic would also tell us that
the people who lived in the New World lost
$530 billion, and modern research indicates
that European diseases killed as many as
90% of them. If you were a surviving Native
American, you were a rounding error. And
broke, too.
But the “Industrial Revolution” was great
for everyone... everyone, that is, who was
rich already. They were selling the coal from
their estates, boiling steam at their factories,
and spinning cotton in their mills. We were
mining the coal, shoveling it into boilers, and
working as child laborers on the looms.
Eventually, of course, the Industrial
Revolution was great for everyone. Microwave
ovens for rich and poor alike!

And the scientific knowledge and technical
expertise that resulted from the Industrial
Revolution led directly to The Transition
we are experiencing now – the “Digital
Revolution.”
This may be the most significant economic
transition since we came down from the trees.
Will it benefit the few? Will it benefit the many?
We’ll use me as an example of the many and
Mark Zuckerberg as an example of the few.
How have we been doing, comparatively?
Let’s start in 1987. That was when Time
named the Personal Computer its “Man of
the Year.” We’ll count 1987 as the beginning
of the Digital Revolution.
In 1987, I was a freelance magazine writer
with an uncertain income stream. I owned a
small (mortgaged) house in the country. I had
about $20,000 equity in the house, maybe
$10,000 in the bank, and an old pickup
truck. My net worth was about $31,500.
In 1987, Mark Zuckerberg was three. I think
we can calculate his net worth (assuming
a piggy bank) to have been in the low one
figures.
The Digital Revolution has now been going
on for 30 years.
I am a freelance magazine editor with an
uncertain income stream. I own a large
(mortgaged) house in the country. I have
three children in private schools and an old
pickup truck. My net worth (adjusted for
inflation) is... about $31,500.
Mark Zuckerberg’s net worth is $72.3 billion.
American Consequences
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PARETO AND
HIS PRINCIPLE

N

othing explains the “Winner Take
All” nature of an economic transition
like the Pareto principle.

Vilfredo Federico Damaso Pareto (18491923) was a man of many... names, for one
thing... but also of many talents.
Trained as an engineer, he once managed
the largest ironworks in Italy. But in his 40s
Pareto began to study economics. In 1893
he became chairman of the Department
of Political Economy at the University of
Lausanne in Switzerland.
Pareto was also a philosopher, political
theorist, and sociologist who wrote the first
book on what we would call “behavioral
economics,” The Mind and Society.
And, for all I know, he made a killer pesto
genovese, the specialty of his family’s home
town, Genoa.
However, what made Pareto famous is
something he simply noticed, early in his
career, while working as a civil engineer for
the Italian railroad. Going over maps and
deeds of right-of-way, Pareto realized that
about 80% of land in Italy was owned by
about 20% of Italian families.
He did historical and international research
and discovered that this 80/20 pattern of land
ownership was prevalent around the world
and through the ages.
Global and historical income distribution also
10
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followed the 80/20 approximation – 1/5 of
people make 4/5s of the money.
But what’s more surprising is that the
80/20 rule of thumb applies to many other
phenomena. Farmers find that 20% of
peapods produce 80% of the peas, 20% of
the seed corn grows into 80% of the ears, and
20% of a cow’s weight turns into 80% of the
prime beef cuts.
It’s a general rule – 20% of causes result in
80% of effects. The rule applies to scientific
experiments, computer programming, sports
training, occupational health and safety, etc.
It certainly applies to business – 20% of the
customers provide 80% of the revenue, 20% of
the employees do 80% of the work, and 20%
of the senior executives make 80% of the pay.
This 80/20 rough computation is known as the
Pareto principle and the results of an 80/20
calculation are a Paretian distribution.
The Pareto principle is not, however, a law. It
doesn’t have to rule your life. Maybe you’ve got
20% of the cats in the neighborhood and they’re
having 80% of the kittens. You can fix that.
And sometimes the Pareto principle is just a
bad idea.
I once had the pleasure of being the M.C. at
a convention of beer distributers. (And, yes, it
was as much fun as it sounds.)
Beer distributors are wonderful people. They

get more wonderful as the evening goes along.
They are very generous in urging you to
sample their wares.

much to do with your brother-in-law. Except
to show that the Pareto principle is not a
cause for universal despair.

Another thing about beer distributors is that they
tend to be family businesses – often owned by
the same family since Prohibition ended, with
four, five, even six generations in the business.

The digital transformation of our economy
will mean a reapportionment of rewards – no
doubt in a Paretian distribution.

On the last evening, our keynote speaker
was managerial genius Jack Welch, who’d
just stepped down after 20 years as CEO of
General Electric where he’d raised the value of
the company by 4000%.
Welch likes an “all Q&A” format. I called
on members of the audience. The beer
distributors had great questions. Jack had
great answers. Everything was going well...
until we came to Welch’s application of the
Pareto principle to employees.
Jack told the beer distributors that they
should do annual performance reviews on
their entire workforce and analyze that
workforce on a 20/70/10 basis. Jack said that
20% of their workforce will be good, 70% of
their workforce will be average, and 10% of
their workforce will be bad. He said, “Every
year you should reward the top 20%, retrain
the middle 70%, and fire the bottom 10%.”

This doesn’t mean that you have an 80% chance
of being a loser in The Transition. But it does
mean that you have to re-think 80% of what
you’re doing as a businessperson and investor.
The Pareto principle is actually a message of
opportunity.
Gather 10 people into a room. (Myself, I’d
pick a barroom – but room of your choice.)
You are much better at something than
eight of them. Even if you’re just better
at drinking... Marry into one of the beer
distributor families.
But, statistically, the likelihood is high that
you have some skill or technical ability that
eight people don’t. Now use it.
Failing that, make yourself better informed
than 80% of people. That isn’t hard.

The beer distributors broke up. Jack started to
laugh too. Everything got back on track and
we had a fabulous night.

Recently National Geographic and The
Council on Foreign Relations conducted
a poll of 1,203 young adults with college
educations – 66% estimated the U.S.
population to be between 750 million and
2 billion, 75% said English was the most
common native language in the world, 75%
couldn’t find Israel on a map, and 70% didn’t
know which branch of government has the
Constitutional power to declare war.

Of course, The Transition that we’re
undergoing in our economy doesn’t have

And your brother-in-law? Maybe he makes a
killer pesto genovese.
P.J.O’R.

The room went quiet. It took me a moment
to realize what was wrong. Then I said, “Jack,
what if the bottom 10% of your workforce is
your brother-in-law?”

CLICK
HERE

TO READ
THE WEB
VERSION
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WHAT MOVED THE MARKET
THE BIGGEST STORIES THAT
MATTERED FOR THE MARKET
LAST MONTH...
EDITORS
Scott
Garliss
John
Gillin
Greg
Diamond
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BITCOIN PRICES WERE CUT IN HALF
as regulatory rhetoric rose. The
cryptocurrency lost as much as 52% as China
and South Korea got behind efforts to clamp
down on bitcoin trading. China wants to ban
trading digital currencies altogether, while
South Korea explored more regulatory control.
The U.S. also said it was considering stricter
regulatory measures.

Retail sales, new-home sales, and personal
spending all exceeded expectations and
provided the gravitas needed to sustain the
current eight-year bull market.
In summary...

Bonds also posted gains for the month of
December. The yield curve continued to
flatten and the 10-year yield decreased two
basis points (bps) to 2.40%, even though the
Federal Reserve raised the fed-funds target
25 bps to a range of 1.25-1.50%.

Global growth continued to rule the markets
last month. China, Japan, the eurozone, and
the U.S. all reported economic data confirming
this trend. The tax-reform debate in the U.S.
was again the biggest driver. As 2017 turned
into 2018, there was talk that tax reform
may have a larger economic benefit than
originally thought. No statement was more
poignant than that of Federal Reserve Bank of
Cleveland President Loretta Mester who said
that her estimate of 0.25 to 0.5 percentage
points of growth over the next two years
might be too low. Markets began the new year
much as they finished the last – by setting
new all-time highs.

The U.S. economy maintained its growth
trajectory, and job gains continued to exceed
the 200,000 level. The Institute of Supply
Management and Purchasing Managers Index
(PMI) stats were stellar, while the revised thirdquarter GDP growth remained comfortably
above 3%.

Currently, the biggest argument against
owning the market is valuation. Pundits are
worried that the market’s price to earnings
(P/E) multiple is way ahead of itself. And who
can blame them? According to LPL Financial,
for the first time ever, the S&P 500’s total
return was positive every month of the year.

The most significant development during the
month was President Donald Trump signing
into law the GOP’s tax cut and reform bill.
This watershed event also helped investment
psychology around future projects like
infrastructure and regulatory reform.

While it’s hard to argue against a near-term
pullback, one must pay attention to the
growth potential. Comments like the one
made by Mester can’t be taken lightly. If the
market is underestimating the growth benefit
of the tax bill, that would imply the market’s
P/E multiple is incorrect. Earnings estimates

In developed markets, the S&P 500 Index
was up 1.1% in December, capping a year in
which it returned 21.8%. The Dow, Nasdaq, and
Russell 2000 also made all-time highs during
the month.

January 2018

would need to go higher, which would in turn
drop the market’s P/E multiple. And as the P/E
drops, the market suddenly becomes cheaper,
leaving more room for a move higher.
The next legs of the growth story remain an
infrastructure bill and industry deregulation.
The White House and GOP have been

January 23
The Bank of Japan announces its policy
decision. Recent speculation in the yen has
focused on members of the policymaking
committee advocating a pullback on the
amount of stimulus. Governor Haruhiko Kuroda
has said they plan to maintain “powerful”
stimulus for the foreseeable future.

January 24
Markit releases preliminary manufacturing,
services, and composite PMI data in the U.S.
and the eurozone. This is a key gauge for
judging the state of global growth.

January 25
European Central Bank policy
announcement. Watch commentary on
stimulus withdrawal and the path of rate
hikes. Recent speculation has centered on
the central bank changing to a tightening
path (raising rates) going forward.

January 26 - 29
U.S. fourth-quarter GDP and Personal
Consumption Expenditures. These are key
measures for the Federal Reserve in terms
of its policymaking decisions. They are
indicators of economic health and inflation.

adamant about wanting to accomplish these
two items. They are both part of their original
growth agenda – the others being tax and
health care reform. Both efforts are already
underway and do not require congressional
approval to accomplish. If the GOP can achieve
these objectives, they will stimulate economic
growth via increased jobs and cash flow.

January 30 - February 4
China releases government and Caixin
PMI data.

January 31
The Federal Reserve announces its policy
decision on interest rates. The markets will
be looking for commentary on the path
of rate hikes going forward, and also any
changes to how the Fed plans to wind down
the balance sheet. Expectations currently sit
at three rate hikes this year.

February 7 - 8
China releases export and import data.
Exports are of interest China produces many
of the goods the world consumes so its export
data is a read on global economic health.

February 15
U.S. Producer Price Index and industrial
production data. Another key gauge on
inflation and domestic demand.

WATCH
THESE
DATES
For realtime
market
updates
from some
of Wall
Street’s
most
plugged-in
analysts,
CLICK
HERE
to get
instant
access to
NewsWire.

TUNE IN
Stansberry NewsWire,
every morning at
8:30 a.m.
American Consequences
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WHAT COULD
POSSIBLY
GO WRONG?
Financial follies and disaster in the making

Nuclear ballistic missile scare in
Hawaii...

This week, a Hawaiian state worker clicked
the wrong link on a painfully convoluted
list of emergency alert options. It was a false
alarm, but it triggered 38 minutes of panic
that found many residents scrambling for
bathtubs, closets, and even storm drains.
Weeks prior, North Korean leader Kim Jong
Un declared that his country had completed
its nuclear-weapons program and had the
technology to strike any point in the U.S.
After Kim boasted about having a nuclear
button on the desk in his office, President
Donald Trump replied that he had a “much
bigger” and “more powerful” button at his
disposal.
As the posturing on both sides continues, it’s
becoming harder to see a peaceful outcome to
this situation. What could possibly go wrong?
14
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Global conflict elsewhere intensifies...

In December, the president made the
controversial decision to recognize Jerusalem
as Israel’s capital. He also said that he plans
to relocate the U.S. embassy there. The move
angered much of the Muslim world – and
several of our country’s allies.
It’s a sensitive subject because in the decadeslong Israeli-Palestinian conflict, both sides
have claimed Jerusalem as their capital. For
years, U.S. policy has been to encourage them
to negotiate their own peace deal.
Meanwhile, anti-government protests broke
out in Iran...
The demonstrations were the largest in the
country in nearly a decade. Both the working
and middle classes participated, along with
student activists. The protests started on
December 28 and ended about a week later

with at least 450 arrests and 21 deaths.
Iranians have become frustrated with the
country’s lagging economy. The protestors are
seeking an overhaul of the antiquated system
of government. And despite an elected president
and parliament, Iran’s Supreme Leader Ayatollah
Ali Khamenei has the final say.
We can’t know for sure how these situations
will play out in the months and years ahead...
But it’s more evidence that the smallest levels
of tension could quickly erupt.
Trump keeps his promise. Tax “reform”
becomes law...

In a rush to complete his campaign promise
of tax reform before Christmas, President
Trump hastily signed the GOP’s Tax Cuts and
Jobs Act into law on December 22.
As expected, the bill falls short of the dramatic
improvements many had hoped for.

Permanent cuts or not, the tax
bill will add more than $1.4
trillion to the deficit.”
It won’t simplify the tax code in any
meaningful way. It won’t make it any less
time-consuming or expensive for most folks
to file their annual returns. And it won’t
significantly ease the tax burden for most
Americans over the long term.
According to non-partisan think tank the
Tax Policy Center (“TPC”), most Americans
should expect to see a modest reduction in
their tax bill next year. The TPC reports 143
million will pay lower federal income taxes in

2018, compared with just 8.5 million who
will pay more.
However, under the current bill, these
individual tax cuts will expire in 2025. If no
change is made before then, today’s tax cuts
will become tomorrow’s tax hikes.
And let’s not forget that permanent cuts or
not, the bill will add more than $1.4 trillion
to the deficit.
Credit-card debt hits a new record...

As U.S. consumers ramped up spending over
the holidays, many of them turned to credit
cards. Consumer credit-card debt increased
$11.2 billion in November, the largest
monthly increase in a year, according to the
latest Federal Reserve data. Consumers now
own a mountain of credit-card debt in excess
of $1 trillion – the highest level since before
the 2008 financial crisis.
Meanwhile, the savings rate for consumers
dropped to just 2.9% as of November,
versus nearly 6% just two years ago. The
only time Americans have been saving less
than today was 1929-1931 – during the
peak of the Great Depression.
In other words, Americans are borrowing
more and saving less than virtually any time
in history. How long can that last?
In his new book, American Consequences
contributor Porter Stansberry details how it’s
all likely to play out... and explains exactly
what concerned investors need to do to protect
themselves and their savings. To learn more about
his book, The American Jubilee, click here.
American Consequences
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FROM OUR INBOX

YOU WRITE, WE RESPOND

Re: Our Newest Readers
Weigh In
We’re a nation of angry, entitled, shallow,
shiny object worshipers who’ve adopted
a ‘me first’ outlook that does not include
[caring] about our neighbor. Self-interest
rules the day, idiots rule the news,
newspapers and news gatherers are
functioning with skeleton crews that leave
no room for fact checking or investigation.
As for those jobs? They aren’t coming back...
By the year 2026, crime will be rampant
and national morale at its lowest. The U.S.
will be at war on at least three continents;
most jobs previously held by the ‘unskilled’
and the former middle class will have been
automated or eliminated; Social Security
will be exhausted; foreclosures will be the
norm; and the average citizen will (correctly)
feel a sense of pointlessness, despair, and
uselessness. – Al Muzer

Al, I hope you’re
wrong. But I fear you’re right. I guess we
all just have to try to do what we can to
keep your – all-too-likely – vision of the
future from coming true. Editing American
Consequences is my small effort. Whether it
makes a difference is not for me to judge. I’m
betting there are also things you’re doing to
keep your own predictions from happening.
Our choices are to either weep in our beer or
buy each other a round and hope for the best.

P.J. O’Rourke comment:

16
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Re: The Death of Malls
The loss of brick and mortar stores spells
the end of an estimated 70% of all consumer
packaged goods sales that are considered
impulse buys versus shopping list must
haves. Good luck with that. – Steve Throssel,
former CEO Dodger Sportswear, former CEO
Whink Products Co., now retired

Steve, that is an astute
observation and one that is not often taken
into account in discussions of the future of
retailing. It’s also the reason I’m not allowed
to do the grocery shopping. The last time I
did, my “impulse buys” included five pounds
of liverwurst, a large jar of pickled pig
knuckles, and goat cheese that was so smelly
that the dogs wouldn’t eat it and the trashman
refused to cart it away.

P.J. O’Rourke comment:

Perhaps these malls should look outside
the box... I used to live in Duluth. Superior,
Wisconsin was just over the bridge, and
their mall was in dire straits. Most stores had
closed and others soon were thinking about
it too.
Some horsey folks from the Twin Cities area
who had a tack shop there decided to open
one in the Superior mall. That store was
extremely successful, and the next year
opened into the empty store next door as
their business expanded. There are a lot of
horse people in the area and their customer

Send us a message, question, or criticism at
feedback@americanconsequences.com
base was huge as there was not much for
tack or western wear in the area.
I do not know what other kind of store would
be successful to put in that mall to replace
the closed ones, but perhaps there is a need
if people look outside the box... Happy New
Year to you. – Kay in Midland, TX

And Happy New Year
to you, Kay. You make a very good point. My
daughter is horsey herself and never buys her
tack online. Riding boots and riding pants
have to fit exactly right. Also, per Steve’s letter
above, my daughter loves her “impulse buys.”
Brick-and-mortar retailers need to focus on
the things that people would rather not buy
from strangers and things that people want to
handle before they buy. For me, that would
be shotguns!

P.J. O’Rourke comment:

If I owned a mall, I’d be seeking an online
goods provider to fill all or part of it as
a distribution center. Then I’d hire lots
old guys like me to deliver the boxes.
UPS drivers screwed themselves into
200-package days by going Union. Union/
UPS business is like the government/
swamp fighting to maintain the status quo.
– Rick Wendling

Rick, I’m no expert on
the UPS labor situation, but I’m guessing that
you’re right. Unions, like the corporations
they sign contracts with, often have what’s

P.J. O’Rourke comment:

called in economics an “agency problem.” The
corporation has its own agenda. The union
has its own agenda, too. What’s good for the
agents of the corporation may not be good
for the employees. But what’s good for the
agents of the union may not be good for the
employees either.

Re: Bitcoin and
Cryptocurrencies
Enough about Bitcoin already. I thought
your emails were going to be about sensible
investment alternatives to Wall Street. Is
Bitcoin your only suggestion? – Roy Axford

Not from me it isn’t!
Bitcoin scares and mystifies me. How can I
“invest” in a “business” that has no product
and no tangible assets? It’s you and me against
the world, Roy.

P.J. O’Rourke comment:

I’ve been trying to open an account on
Bitstamp, Polniex, Kraken and others
for more than two weeks and have not
been able to open a single one. They are
all clogged, their verification of account
systems are down or the spinning wheel of
death comes on the screen and just spins
endlessly. How the hell do you buy this stuff
if the “big” exchanges don’t work? – Jody
from Kona, Hawaii
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Jody, see my reply
to Roy above. Soon, you may be thanking
your lucky stars that you weren’t able to buy
Bitstamp, Polniex, and Kraken.

P.J. O’Rourke comment:

Re: Taxes
Guess the corruption in the U.S. government
and the insidious nature of the Fed pay
raises means it is time to stop supporting
Washington and concentrate on cleaning up
our own state governments. We can keep
track of them easier and save a lot of money
to boot.
With the citizens of the U.S. sending all their
money to China on top of that, a boycott and
a tax rebellion look to be in the offing. Happy
New Year, keep up the good work. – David J
Holmes, Sr.

David, you’re right
about those state governments! The only
problem we face (which Al notes in his rather
gloomy letter above) is that state and local
news coverage has gotten so thin on the
ground that it’s very hard to keep track of
what’s going on in statehouses around the
country. And state and local government have
often shown themselves to be more corrupt
than the federal government. And that is a
high bar!

P.J. O’Rourke comment:

Re: The War In Christmas
As a 71-year-old, after enjoying the humor
of Matt Labash’s article, “The War in
Christmas”, the last sentence’s immediate
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change to the serious was a real gut-punch.
Our Christmases still have people coming
in and out during the season, but the family
Christmas around the tree is now down to
three. I hadn’t realized how [many] people
[who are] now gone, whether by distance
or by death, were such a big part of my
Christmas experience. The only solace is to
think of how much I enjoyed having them in
my life when they were around, rather than
to dwell on how they’re missed, now that
they’re not. – Otto Kunst

Otto, appreciate your
letter. When it comes to getting older, I’ve
always subscribed to Doris Day’s notion that
“the really frightening thing about middle age
is the knowledge that you’ll grow out of it.”
I’ve not reached 71 yet, but with any luck, it’s
coming. And the mounting losses of family
and friends – those are coming, too.
Matt Labash comment:

Our consolation prize, it seems, is that it’s
better to harbor treasured memories of
loved ones lost, than to have been afflicted
by “loved” ones we’d rather forget. The void
they leave serves as evidence of a life richly
lived. As Thomas Lynch, a poet and working
mortician, writes: “...mourning is a romance
in reverse. And if you love, you grieve and
there are no exceptions – only those who do it
well, and those who don’t.”

INTRODUCING THE

The OneBlade® is the closest, most comfortable shave ever. It's precision engineered to give
a smooth, irritation free shave - and it's the easiest way to shave with a single blade razor.
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Not all single blade razors are created
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for first timers: causing cuts, nicks and
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begin shaving with a single blade.
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both multi-blade and single blade
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head. Not with the OneBlade®. Blade
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blade system.
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Information is the greatest commodity on Wall Street. It’s traded
infinitely more than stocks and bonds. All investment decisions are
made using it (I hope). Sure, there’s some gut instinct thrown in there
for good measure. But overall, every buy and sell ticket has some
information and analysis behind it. And the way in which information
is being provided and consumed on Wall Street is ever-evolving.

Look no further than recent history to see
how the use of technology has changed the
flow of information in the financial industry.
In the 1990s, the Internet was taking hold,
and it brought with it both opportunity and
fear. The world around Wall Street began
to speed up. Trades that used to take five
days were settled in three, and the ability to
communicate and obtain information exploded.
The advent of Internet technology and e-mail
leveled the playing field for many investors.
By 1999, AOL Instant Messenger (or “AIM”)
was on almost every professional trader’s
computer. It became the fastest way to pass
information to a wide audience. And the
technology was ahead of its time – texting,
Facebook, and Twitter weren’t a thing yet. Its
use was paramount if you wanted your finger
on the market’s pulse. Trying to conduct
business without AIM was like asking a
surgeon to operate one-handed. If you

By Turney
Duff

weren’t on AIM, you were two steps behind.
Everyone was using it to collect and share
information.
For a brief period, Goldman Sachs forbade
the use of AIM due to the impropriety risks.
But that lasted for about a minute when the
company saw how it was hurting commission
totals. At first, the medium was an advantage
for traders. But as AIM’s popularity increased,
the playing field was leveled again. After
almost a two-decade run, AIM was shut down
for good on December 15, 2017.

Over the last five to 10 years,
we’ve seen a transition
toward social media –
Twitter in particular –
and chat rooms as a major
source of information for
the financial markets.
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Over the last five to 10 years, we’ve seen a
transition toward social media – Twitter in
particular – and chat rooms as a major source
of information for the financial markets.
Digital communities exist where like-minded
traders and investors can interact with each
other and share recommendations and ideas.
Today, access to real-time updates and market
news is an integral part of trading stocks.
Social media has become a key element of
the “mosaic theory” of investing, which
involves collecting public and private data
and information to determine the value of
a security. I spoke with several investment
professionals who told me they’d have a
difficult time being as productive and effective
without social media, but using it intelligently
has become a necessary skill set.

Turney Duff is a former trader at
one of the biggest hedge funds
in the world, the Galleon Group,
where its founder and several
Galleon employees were found
guilty of insider trading. Turney
rose through the ranks and then
fell prey to the trappings of Wall
Street: money, sex, drugs,
alcohol, and power. Turney
chronicles his spectacular
rise and fall in his
bestselling book, The Buy
Side: A Wall Street Trader’s
Tale of Spectacular Excess.
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But a trader’s use of social media doesn’t come
without risk. The Internet is an open source,
full of “experts” who tout their opinions and
spread rumors. And very often the information
is “managed” before it’s even delivered. The
provider of information controls what – and
how – content will be told. Depending on
the size of the audience, misinformation
can result in catastrophic losses. And when
everyone is trading on the same information,
there’s little money to be made.

Some consider the role
of social media in trading
to still be in the early
stages, but there’s no
doubt that it’ll continue
to be a primary source of
information. It’s become
widely accepted and
considered a necessary
part of the equation.
Chat rooms have become a way for traders
to find new information outside of the
mainstream. They are often filled with market
observations, rumors, and trading ideas...
And an active chat room can sometimes have
as many as 2,000 members. The information
flows all day, every day.
So whereas social media has played a major
role in providing and spreading information,
it also transcends it. Many hedge funds and
savvy investment professionals mine the data
on platforms like Twitter to forecast future
stock prices. The collection of data is analyzed

and scrutinized to help predict market trends
and movements.
One of the major focuses of this type
of analysis is to measure sentiment. The
idea is to determine the market’s attitude
on a particular product, stock, or asset.
Additionally, it’s designed to alert marketmoving events, such as breaking news, which
could have an impact on a stock, sector, or the
entire market. Alternative data research was
once primarily associated with quantitative
funds, but given the ultra-competitive nature
of the industry, traditional hedge funds and
investors have started paying attention.
Some consider the role of social media in
trading to still be in the early stages, but
there’s no doubt that it’ll continue to be a
primary source of information. It’s become
widely accepted and considered a necessary
part of the equation. And a new generation
who has never lived without social media is
entering the workforce. The way we trade
securities and share information has changed
dramatically over the years... And it will only
continue.
You can find a lot of good traders out there
in any given market. In certain markets,
technical analysis might work great. But for
traders who were relying on it in 2008, it got
ugly. Great traders can identify what kind of
market they’re trading in and adapt. It’s a skill
set not many have.
It’s impossible to predict where the next wave
of information flow will come from, but if
you want a chance at succeeding, you better
get up to speed – quick.

STANSBERRY INVESTOR HOUR:

Government’s Looming
War on Cryptos
His fund made 4,200% returns as he
spotted warning signs others didn’t
see or even understand. Now he has
a warning about global government’s
plan to control cryptocurrencies.
Listen to the full story here.

2018: THE YEAR OF
THE “ALT-COIN”

Bitcoin soared 1,369% in 2017. Making
it the top investment of the year by
a long shot. But according to one
expert, the best way to make money
in cryptos in 2018 is with smaller
coins - including one that could make
you 100 times your money over the
long term. Full story here.
American
AmericanConsequences
Consequences
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Rosen

By now you’ve no doubt heard the warnings. The Internet is destroying our
attention spans, making us lonely, spreading fake news, encouraging us to
do stupid things, and otherwise destroying our minds.

Much of this is true. Loneliness and
social isolation are on the rise. We’re more
impatient. A survey conducted by Pew
Research concluded that “the impact of
networked living on today’s young will drive
them to thirst for instant gratification, settle
for quick choices, and lack patience.” And
every day seems to bring a new story of an
epic online fail by a business or an individual,
usually a politician.
And yet, until recently, the message from the
creators of our digital nirvana has remained
relentlessly positive. As smartphone use and
social networking became ubiquitous during
the past decade, so did the lofty promises of
Silicon Valley’s technophiliacs.
According to them, we would soon be
riding around in self-driving cars, watching
earnest documentaries on our virtualreality goggles while a team of AI assistants
efficiently answered our e-mails and texts.
It was a networked future of crowd-sourced

intelligence and “frictionless sharing,” as
Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg described
it. All was enthusiasm and possibility.
Thoughtful skeptics of this utopian vision,
such as Nicholas Carr, Sherry Turkle, Jaron
Lanier, Evgeny Morozov, Matthew Crawford,
and others, have warned us that our
lemming-like enthusiasm for these Internetenabled gadgets is turning us into a digital
lumpenproletariat. Yet the tech elite dismiss
them as cranky Luddites – people simply
too unsophisticated to understand that the
algorithms know best.

Why rely on our puny
individual brains when we
had the vast resources
of the collaborative hive
mind to make us better,
smarter, faster, and more
meme-friendly?
American Consequences
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After all, why rely on our puny individual
brains when we had the vast resources of the
collaborative hive mind to make us better,
smarter, faster, and more meme-friendly?
And yet, several years ago, when Eric
Schmidt, then-chairman of Google, told
the Financial Times, “Technology is now
relevant to every single challenge in the world
in some way, shape, or form,” we probably
didn’t expect his wishful thinking to lead to a
world where “digital assistants” like Amazon
Echo and Alexa eagerly spy on us (as do our
children’s Internet-connected toys and baby
monitors). Or where our “smart” cars can
easily be hacked, and where no one knows
how to write in cursive or even memorize a
phone number.
We now spend more than 10 hours every
day staring at screens (and have the obesity
epidemic and sleep problems to prove it). Yes,
the digital revolution has brought incredible
breakthroughs – especially in consumer
convenience – but it’s also given us a great
many things we don’t need, such as YouTube
celebrities and Soylent. Do the benefits of
our online culture outweigh its drawbacks?
And what is it doing to our ability to think
critically about such questions?
Recently, some of the digital revolution’s
most successful revolutionaries have started to
publicly question its impact, perhaps signaling
a change in our culture’s enthusiasm for
technological solutions to every problem. It
started with a few stories about Silicon Valley
executives enrolling their children in techfree, neo-Luddite Waldorf Schools, which,
as many news outlets noticed, suggests that
the people getting rich off of selling us ever26
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more addictive technologies were themselves
practicing the age-old wisdom of the drug
dealer: Never get high on your own supply.
Then came a speech at Stanford University by
one of Facebook’s first executives, Chamath
Palihapitiya, a man who helped build the
company into its current status as a global
behemoth. Palihapitiya now says the social
network “literally is at a point now where I
think we have created tools that are ripping
apart the social fabric of how society works.”
Facebook is “eroding the core foundations
of how people behave by and between each
other,” and he admitted he felt “tremendous
guilt” for having helped create it. Another
early investor in Facebook, Roger McNamee,
was blunter, comparing the company’s
techniques to those of infamous Nazi
propagandist Joseph Goebbels.
Some former Silicon Valley apostles even
confessed that they no longer used their own
creations. According to the Guardian, Justin
Rosenstein, the guy who invented Gchat
when he was employed by Google and helped
develop Facebook’s Like button, “tweaked his
laptop’s operating system to block Reddit,
banned himself from Snapchat, which he
compares to heroin, and imposed limits on
his use of Facebook.”
Even the usually upbeat Mark Zuckerberg
has reacted to these expressions of alarm.
In a speech to Harvard’s graduating class
of 2017, he noted, “But today, technology
and automation are eliminating many jobs.
Membership in communities is declining.
Many people feel disconnected and depressed,
and are trying to fill a void.” Zuckerberg’s
solution was to embark on a much-publicized

tour of every state in the U.S. to explore that
void, popping into an African-American
church in South Carolina to sing spirituals
and awkwardly driving a tractor around a
farm in Wisconsin.
He clearly enjoyed seeing the faces of all those
real people whose lives he farms for profit when
they post about them on Facebook. And
like all good Silicon Valley saviors, he still
thinks he knows what’s best for them. “As
I’ve traveled around, I’ve sat with children in
juvenile detention and opioid addicts, who told
me their lives could have turned out differently
if they just had something to do, an after-school
program or somewhere to go,” he said. “But
it’s not enough to have purpose yourself. You
have to create a sense of purpose for others.”

The people getting rich
off of selling us ever-more
addictive technologies
were themselves
practicing the age-old
wisdom of the drug
dealer: Never get high off
your own supply.
But we are waking up to the fact that Silicon
Valley’s purpose for our lives (profit-making)
might not always square with our own hopes
and dreams. Clearly the improvements our
technologies have brought us in terms of
speed and convenience haven’t coincided with
improvements in our ability to make sound
decisions like whether we should do some
heart-healthy exercise or just binge-watch
Stranger Things instead. Savvy users of social

media might acknowledge that they are the
product, but they are still feeding the beast.
Silicon Valley has attempted to address
some of the public’s concerns about our
collective digital overfeeding by creating new
technologies to treat the addictions spawned
by our use of old technologies. An array of
self-control apps promise to deliver us from
the evil of mindless digital consumption
by asking us to consume even more digital
content. There are now countless meditation
and mindfulness apps available for download,
as well as strict nanny-style programs that
temporarily block access to the Internet when
you’re trying to get real work done on the
computer. There is even an app marketed as a
mindfulness-facilitator, called WeCroak, that
helpfully reminds you five times a day that
you are going to die, along with a carefully
curated quote such as “the grave has no sunny
corners.” It’s supposed to encourage you to
live life to the fullest but seems more likely to
leave users reaching for a strong drink.
And yet this is hardly enough to combat
the powerful force these technologies have
over our minds. Studies have found that
even the presence of a smartphone can lead
to reductions in cognitive ability – what
researchers call “smartphone brain drain.”
This is the challenge we’re less eager to face:
the demand side, if you will, of the steady
supply of digital heroin that Silicon Valley
provides. The truth is, we love this stuff, regardless
of what it does to our minds. That’s why we
keep using it. Research shows that we touch
our phones more than 2,000 times every day.
The wealth of virtual temptations available
taxes the self-control of even the most
American Consequences
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disciplined users. Where does that leave the
rest of us? Playing video games until we die?
Are we doomed to cede our minds to superior
forces of artificial intelligence and carefully
crafted algorithms? In his 1948 book,
Cybernetics, Norbert Wiener speculated that
the human brain might already be so far along
the road to “destructive specialization” that it
would soon be rendered obsolete. The Silicon
Valley engineers and programmers busily
hacking away at our remaining attention
spans might think so as well. Indeed, many
of them are attempting to expand the
reach of our technologies into the realm of
human emotion, like the researchers at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology who
are using clips from a Pixar film, Up,
to teach artificial intelligence how to
recognize feelings.
Perhaps the best way forward is to avoid
either extreme and simply recognize
our technologies as the simultaneously
manipulative and appealing things they
are, with the potential to both expand our
minds and hobble them. In Technics and
Civilization, critic Lewis Mumford, writing
way back in the Jurassic age of 1934, warned
us that in embracing new technologies,
Christine Rosen is one of the founding
editors of The New Atlantis, where she now
serves as senior editor. She is working
on her forthcoming book, The Extinction
of Experience, to be published by W.W.
Norton. Her past books include Preaching
Eugenics: Religious Leaders and the
American Eugenics Movement and My
Fundamentalist Education.
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The wealth of virtual
temptations available
taxes the self-control
of even the most
disciplined users. Where
does that leave the rest
of us? Playing video
games until we die?
we always risk turning them into crutches.
“One is confronted, then, by the fact that
the machine is ambivalent,” he wrote. “It is
both an instrument of liberation and one of
repression.”
It’s a sign of progress that we no longer
unthinkingly accept our new digital creations
as benevolent. For all its promises of freeing
us from human limits, our digital age has
paradoxically ended up serving as a firm
reminder of our hubris about technology’s
power, about how easily persuadable and
steered we are by new things, and about how
ethical and moral insights don’t always follow
from technological breakthroughs. It’s also a
reminder that we shouldn’t take for granted
that our minds are always fully our own. Our
future robot overlords will no doubt agree.
Ms. Rosen’s essays and reviews have
appeared in publications such as The
New York Times Magazine, The Wall
Street Journal, The Washington Post, The
New Republic, The Weekly Standard, The
American Historical Review, and The New
England Journal of Medicine.
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A New Investor High:
Cash in on Canada’s Green Rush
Why 2018 Could
Be the Biggest
Year Ever for Pot
Stocks
The last 18 months have been a boon for
pot investors, as tiny companies have seen
their stocks explode, gaining a rare 3,986%,

Turning hundreds of everyday folks into Pot
Millionaires.
Already The Chicago Tribune says legal pot
is “the fastest-growing industry in the
world.”
And Forbes is calling it “the best ground
floor opportunity we’ve seen since the early
days of the Internet.”

17,300%, 69,900%… even 299,000% and
399,000%…
In the process, it has given every day
Americans the unusual chance to take a
small amount of money and turn it into
millions.
And if you’ve missed out, don’t worry.
Because the 2018 pot boom is expected to
be 7 times bigger than anything we’ve seen
so far.

But best of all for investors, are the 3
Canadian pot stocks sitting at the center of
this “legalization event. ”
You may not recognize the names yet, but
they all trade on American stock exchanges
and are as easy to buy as Amazon or Apple.
So, if you missed out on the legalization
“Gold Rush” from Colorado, Washington,
and Nevada, this is a brand-new chance to
take a small stake and turn it into a fortune.
Indeed, Canada’s Senate could complete its

In fact, the biggest event in the history of
pot profits could take place in a matter of
weeks, as Canada officially legalizes
recreational marijuana.

marijuana legalization in just a matter of
weeks.

When it does, it will unleash $22 billion in

position yourself for maximum gains by

wealth virtually overnight.

clicking here.

You can get a full breakdown on the new
law, which stocks to buy, and how to
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Until It Got Help From the Internet
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Those of us who get paid to commit acts of political journalism
are fond of overstatement. The trade tends to attract excitable
types, easily bored and always on the prowl for new stimuli.
I’m not going to say that the Internet was invented for political
journalists – that would be a bit of an overstatement, wouldn’t
it? – but sometimes it seems to have been reverse-engineered
to our specific requirements and habits. In fact, you could say the
same about every facet of American politics, from journalism to
gerrymandering, from polling to poll watching. Ask the question,
What has the Internet changed in American politics? And the
answer is inevitable: Everything. That’s not an overstatement.

Long before the Internet embedded itself
into the patterns of our daily lives, in the
late 1990s, computing power had already
transformed political practice in ways that
now seem obvious to us, though their
significance dawned on practitioners only in
slow motion. Opinion polling became easier
to do and (allegedly) more accurate. The
act of counting votes was streamlined and
accelerated. Journalists could write faster, if
not better. The organizing of campaigns was
routinized. The mother’s milk of politics –
other people’s money – could be accounted
for more accurately and quickly. And most
consequential of all, the ancient art of
gerrymandering could be practiced with
laser-like precision, giving whichever party
was drawing district boundaries a longterm advantage. Thanks to the computer
revolution, in some states, there are large
apartment buildings that have wings in
different congressional districts.
Then came the widespread use of the
internet, making all that computing power

By Andrew
Ferguson

portable and universally accessible. The
first real presidential campaign of the
Internet age followed in 2000. Again the
possibilities became apparent incrementally.
The first “aha!” moment occurred in the
campaign operation of John McCain, who
was challenging George W. Bush, then the
governor of Texas, and an improbable gaggle
of lesser pols (Gary Bauer? Elizabeth Dole?)
for the Republican presidential nomination.
Having lived in Washington most of his life
(not counting five years in a Vietnamese prison
camp), and having been in Congress and
then the Senate for nearly 20 years, McCain
was running a maverick campaign against the
“establishment” as a Washington outsider.
And for some reason people were buying it.
McCain’s unexpected popularity came the
old-fashioned, pre-Internet way – through
relentless travel, dreary fundraising lunches,
CLICK
constant public speaking, and endless fleshHERE
pressing. But his young staff toyed with the
TO READ
THE
WEB
gadgets the web made possible. They outfitted
VERSION
the press bus with an early version of WiAmerican Consequences
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Fi and created a website for messaging and
donations. The Internet trappings made the
crotchety grandpa (McCain was 64, ten years
older than Bush) seem hip. Almost.
Everyone in the political world – including
the McCainiacs – were astounded when dark
horse McCain trounced frontrunner Bush in
the all-important New Hampshire primary.
And they were even more astounded the next
day. The McCain staff watched in disbelief as
the meter on its donations page went up and
up and up until it hit tilt! Without lifting a
finger, McCain raised half a million dollars in
twelve hours, a record that only the web could
have made possible. His organization also had
captured the email addresses of thousands of
potential volunteers. Aha.
Strange as it seems today, it was those
mossback Republicans, led by Bush that fall,
who registered these first stirrings of Internet
disruption, not merely in fundraising but in
advertising too. Bush’s campaign put up ads
on dozens of (relatively) well-trafficked sites,
reaching millions of voters at near-zero cost.
The Democrats timidly limited themselves to
a single ad on Yahoo. This tardy recognition
of the power of the Internet is all the more
remarkable when you remember that their
candidate, Al Gore, invented the damn thing.
By the next election, in 2004, Democrats
had got it figured out. Another “antiestablishment” candidate, a politically
anonymous former Vermont governor named
Howard Dean, hired as his campaign manager
a youngish consultant, Joe Trippi, who was
well-versed in the web. They combined the
insight from McCain’s campaign – that the
Internet enables you to raise lots of money
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real fast – with a recognition of its power to
attract like minded supporters instantaneously
from everywhere all at once.
They took as their model MoveOn.org, a
huge website founded to organize opponents
of Bill Clinton’s impeachment in 1998
and 1999. Trippi used a free website called
MeetUp.org to connect potential Deaniacs
to the campaign and to one another. By the
end of 2003, Dean had raised $50 million,
breaking his own record at the end of every
quarter throughout the year. The majority of
the money arrived over the web in increments
of $100 or less. And he had fielded a mailing
list of 600,000 committed volunteers.

Unlucky for Dean,
the Internet also alerted
millions of voters to
the fact that he was
sanctimonious, shorttempered, and far
too intense for prime
time – in short, a pretty
scary candidate.
To understand how astonishing these
numbers are, consider the Paleolithic era,
back in the 1970s and 80s, when a group of
con artists called the “direct mail industry”
were fleecing thousands of campaigns (and
businesses, too). Direct mail professionals
– I use the term loosely – were hired by
campaigns to solicit money from likely
donors using information they had physically
collected from voting rolls or bought from
their colleagues in the industry. Direct mail
was a cumbrous process. It was lengthy and

highly inefficient (by design, a few patsies
suspected). It entailed enormous overhead
inflated by outlandish fees. But, along with
equally scattershot broadcast advertising, it
was the only game in town, short of hiring
campaigners to go door to door stealing spare
change from under the voters’ sofa cushions.
If 1.5% of direct mail recipients responded
positively after a mailing of a few million
cards or letters, it was considered a spectacular
success. If the rate of return fell too far below
that, however, the campaign might not even
get its money back.
The direct mail industry is still alive, as
anyone with a mailing address in a contested
congressional district can attest every other
November. But just barely. The Internet
broke its stranglehold over mass political
fundraising. Dean proved that the web could
bring you money, name identification, and
the attention of devoted followers, at very
little cost. What it couldn’t bring you, at least
on its own, was victory.
Dean’s message of radical reform and
socialized medicine went viral thanks to the
Internet. Unlucky for him, the Internet also
alerted millions of voters to the fact that he
was sanctimonious, short-tempered, and far
too intense for prime time – in short, a pretty
scary candidate. For all its digital wizardry,
the Dean campaign effectively ended with
his maniacally hysterical performance at a
post-primary rally. (To this day, the “I Have
a Scream speech” has been viewed more
than 2 million times on YouTube.) Here was
one traditional campaign barrier the new
technology hadn’t been able to breach: If you
wanted to win, you needed a candidate who

was presentable in polite company.
Which is where Barack Obama comes in.
Obama’s 2008 campaign set a smoothtalking candidate with wide appeal – he
could be a college professor one moment,
a fiery preacher the next, and a slippery
pol in between – atop an organization that
perfected all of the Dean campaign’s digital
tricks and added its own. Not only could
you use the web to seek out supporters and
connect them to one another; you could use
it to build personal profiles of each volunteer
and probable voter, neighborhood by
neighborhood, block to block, even house to
house. The web could bring you inexpensive
data with which you could catalogue and
cross tabulate their special issues, their voting
history, the intensity of their support – bits
of information that could then be assembled
in any combination to predict voting patterns
and point to where resources could most
efficiently be used. It was narrowcasting of a
kind that had never been possible before.
Without it, Obama wouldn’t have beaten
his rival Hillary Clinton in 2008, and
wouldn’t have become president. Convention
delegates, then as now, were allocated in one
of two ways – by primary and by caucus
(or statewide convention). Primaries, says
the conventional wisdom, are won by
overwhelming resources: Tons of money
for statewide advertising, direct mail, local
consultants, and paid canvassers. Caucuses, by
contrast, are won by a superior organization
animated by an abundance of grassroots
enthusiasm.
Hillary Clinton, with her professional staff
and brimming coffers, gave the Internet only
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cursory attention. While she sunk millions
into traditional TV ads – the kind inflicted
on increasingly annoyed viewers whether
they like it or not – Obama concentrated on
custom-designing YouTube ads to reach deep
into target audiences. These were essentially
free. During the primary season his ads
were watched a total of 14.5 million hours.
An equivalent viewership on TV, Joe Trippi
calculated, would have cost $47 million.
The result is well known. Clinton excited no
one and won nearly every primary in 2008.
Obama whipped his volunteers into a froth
and won nearly every caucus. And that’s
where the votes were. Clinton never knew
what hit her.
Once in office, Obama’s administration said it
would use the Internet to make government
more transparent, to reach out to the people
and “bring them into the process.” The results
were unimpressive. With great fanfare Obama
announced a new portal on the White House
website, called “We the People.” Ordinary
citizens could go online and directly file
petitions with the government demanding
a change in one policy or another. “We
the People” was to be a model of citizen
empowerment in the Internet age. Eventually
4,779 petitions were filed over the eight years
of the Obama administration. According to
the Pew Research Center, the White House
responded to 227 of them. Searching for
some concrete change in government as
a result of the initiative, Pew researchers
finally fell upon the fourth most-signed
petition from “We the People.” The petition
demanded that the president appear on
“Real Time with Bill Maher.” And he did.
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In Obama’s case, digital expertise was better
suited to politicking than governing.
Candidate Obama, an obscure Midwesterner
with few resources and scarcely two years as
a U.S. senator, hopped over the traditional
barriers to entry that the Internet had
lowered. But lowered barriers did more than
just embolden obscure candidates. Everyone
with a laptop and an opinion about politics
could, if their tolerance for boredom was high
enough, become a published political pundit.
With no printing or transportation costs,
the web made way for an ever expanding
number of outlets devoted to political news.
It turned out that there were hundreds of
political junkies in the vast heartland with
their specialized knowledge of every aspect
of the field. They were easily the equal of the
traditional pros. In many instances their blogs
blossomed into full-service news sites – PJ
Media on the right, for example, and Talking
Points Memo on the left.
The glut of outlets led to a kind of news
inflation. There were too many political
reporters chasing too little political news.
So the definition of “news” was defined
dramatically down. The political class, facing
an endless sluice of information flowing
through the Internet, could begin obsessing
over developments at a level so granular
that it was interesting only to themselves.
“Granular” is a nice word; trivial is less
nice but more accurate. How do 2016 per
capita media expenditures by Republicans
in Nebraska’s third district compare with
Democratic expenditures in Iowa’s fifth in
2014? An overwhelming amount of political
news today resolves around such stupefying

questions, now that the web has made them
answerable. What deputy finance assistant
on which congressman’s campaign made a
slighting remark about whose volunteer press
secretary? Somewhere a reporter is working the
story. Probably two reporters. Probably more.
And when they’ve got the story, they’ll
release it to the world, at no more than 240
characters, on the web’s ultimate information
delivery device. Twitter is the next step in
a devolution touched off by the Internet
in its takeover of the political world. It is a
conveyance designed for triviality. And the
excitable people who report on politics are
now more than ever consumed with the trivial
– technical questions about process, gossip
about nobodies, developments that loom
fleetingly large but point to nothing beyond
themselves. The world of politics has become
a constant churning of momentary obsessions,
apparently earth-shaking until the next Crisis
of the Century arises an hour from now.
There’s an unhappy paradox here. The web,
with its dazzling potential to democratize
politics, with its promise to take public affairs
from the hands of a remote elite and return
them to ordinary people, has in fact made
politics look more than ever like the hobby
of a specialized cabal. The sheer volume of
politics is exhausting and, to a normal person,
off-putting. As technology drives ordinary
voters and political practioners further apart,
the distaste of the first group for the second
group, and vice versa, only intensifies.
So thoroughly has the Internet transformed
politics that it has even breached that last
barrier to entry that we mentioned above.
Howard Dean’s campaign had the money,

the message, and the energy necessary to
win. What it didn’t have was a candidate –
someone who was personally attractive to
most voters. Dean did himself in, and the
Internet couldn’t save him. Twelve years
later, in 2016, even Donald Trump couldn’t
do himself in. As election day approached,
voters told pollsters they were quite aware of
Trump’s failings as a man and a candidate.
They elected him anyway, thanks in part to
some clever data mining made possible by
the web. It brought him just enough votes
from unexploited pockets of Pennsylvania and
Michigan to flip the Electoral College and
win the presidency. Thanks, Internet.
It is no accident, as the commies used
to say, that Trump’s favorite means of
communication is Twitter. It accommodates
petulance and resists chains of reasoning.
It can make him the center of attention to
everyone everywhere all at once. It suits
him – and it suits what politics has become
in the Internet age. The president is fond
of punctuating his tweets with summary
judgments: “TOO BAD!” “NOT GOOD!”
It is fitting to give him the last word, as we
gaze upon American politics in this era of
disruption: SAD!
Andrew Ferguson is the author of
several books, including Crazy U: One
Dad’s Crash Course on Getting His
Kid Into College. He is
a former speechwriter
for President George H.
W. Bush and a current
senior editor at The
Weekly Standard.
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By American Consequences
Editorial Staff

Millennials and their younger siblings, the so-called “Gen Z” or “iGen,” are the
first generational cohorts to be fully assimilated into the Internet...
Millennials were born between the early 1980s and the early 2000s and iGen
came directly thereafter. These generations now range in age from toddlers to
the 35-year-olds who are beginning to remake business and the economy in
their own image.

How do Millennials and iGen differ from
their elders? Consider these dates:
1985 first .com domain name registered
1993 AOL launched its AOL Mail
e-mail service
2004 Facebook is founded
2007 Apple’s iPhone is introduced

Their relationships? Are young people today
“special snowflakes” who need to get over it...
Or is there something more insidious going
on? And what does it mean for America?

Even the oldest Millennials don’t remember
much from before there was an Internet. They
weren’t yet teenagers when e-mail came into
widespread use. They were in high school
when social media began to be pervasive.
They’ve had smartphones nearly their entire
adult lives.

YOUR SMARTPHONE IS MAKING
YOU STUPID, ANTISOCIAL AND
UNHEALTHY. SO WHY CAN’T
YOU PUT IT DOWN?!

The Internet defines the new generations.
They don’t hang out in real places, they hang
out in cyber spaces. They don’t describe their
physical experiences, they “share” them via
Instagram and Snapchat. They don’t have
late-night bull sessions in dorms and bars,
they tweet and go to semi-anonymous forums
like Reddit. They don’t date, they “hookup”
on Tinder. They don’t even phone each other,
they text.
What is all this connectedness with no real
in-personal interaction doing to their heads?

Here’s a few things we’re reading to try and
answer those questions...

The Globe and Mail

Smartphones are causing real damage to
our minds and relationships, measurable in
seconds shaved off the average attention span,
reduced brain power, declines in work-life
balance and hours less of family time.
They have impaired our ability to remember.
They make it more difficult to daydream
and think creatively. They make us more
vulnerable to anxiety. They make parents
ignore their children. And they are addictive,
if not in the clinical sense, then for all intents
and purposes.

CLICK
HERE

TO READ
THE WEB
VERSION
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HAVE SMARTPHONES
DESTROYED A GENERATION?
The Atlantic

Rates of teen depression and suicide
have skyrocketed since 2011. It’s not an
exaggeration to describe iGen as being on
the brink of the worst mental-health crisis in
decades. Much of this deterioration can be
traced to their phones...
The twin rise of the smartphone and
social media has caused an earthquake of a
magnitude we’ve not seen in a very long time,
if ever. There is compelling evidence that the
devices we’ve placed in young people’s hands
are having profound effects on their lives –
and making them seriously unhappy.

FACEBOOK ADMITS THAT
SOCIAL MEDIA MAY BE BAD
FOR YOU
The Telegraph

Scrolling through Facebook can leave people
feeling worse afterward, the social network
has admitted... Students randomly assigned to
read Facebook for 10 minutes were in a worse
mood at the end of the day than those who
talked to friends or posted on the website.

SILICON VALLEY
RECONSIDERS THE IPHONE
ERA IT CREATED
Wall Street Journal

The smartphone has fueled much of Silicon
Valley’s soaring profits over the past decade,
enriching companies in sectors from social
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media to games to payments. But over the
past year or so, a number of prominent
industry figures have voiced concerns about
the downsides of the technology’s ubiquity.

WHY ARE MORE AMERICAN
TEENAGERS THAN EVER
SUFFERING FROM SEVERE
ANXIETY?
New York Times

Anxious kids certainly existed before
Instagram, but many of the parents the New
York Times spoke to worried that their kids’
digital habits – round-the-clock responding
to texts, posting to social media, obsessively
following the filtered exploits of peers – were
partly to blame for their children’s struggles.
To the Times’ surprise, anxious teenagers
tended to agree. At Mountain Valley, a
reporter listened as a college student went on
a philosophical rant about his generation’s
relationship to social media. “I don’t think
we realize how much it’s affecting our moods
and personalities,” he said. “Social media
is a tool, but it’s become this thing that
we can’t live without but that’s making us
crazy.”

THE FIRST SOCIAL MEDIA
SUICIDE
The Guardian

The suburban train hit her at 4:29 p.m.,
right on schedule. After the event, people
remembered hearing her cry out, but that
may just have been retrospective fancy. Her
phone landed lens-down, and showed only

black, though the microphone was still
recording. Was she dead? Was it a hoax?
Minutes went by, and they tried to work
out the situation from the murmurs in the
background.

purveyors of nostalgia like Jonathan Franzen
would say makes us “intolerably shallow,”
but it represents a more concrete concern
for professors teaching their students how to
avoid avalanches.

TINDER AND THE DAWN OF
THE ‘DATING APOCALYPSE’

‘OUR MINDS CAN BE
HIJACKED’: THE TECH
INSIDERS WHO FEAR A
SMARTPHONE DYSTOPIA

Vanity Fair

“We are in uncharted territory” when it
comes to Tinder et al., says Justin Garcia,
a research scientist at Indiana University’s
Kinsey Institute for Research in Sex, Gender,
and Reproduction.
“There have been two major transitions”
in heterosexual mating “in the last four
million years,” he says. “The first was
around 10,000 to 15,000 years ago, in the
agricultural revolution, when we became
less migratory and more settled,” leading to
the establishment of marriage as a cultural
contract. “And the second major transition is
with the rise of the Internet.”

The Guardian

It is revealing that many of these younger
technologists are weaning themselves off their
own products, sending their children to elite
Silicon Valley schools where iPhones, iPads
and even laptops are banned. They appear to
be abiding by a Biggie Smalls lyric from their
own youth about the perils of dealing crack
cocaine: never get high on your own supply.

LIVE, FOR THE MOMENT
The Outline

The pressure is on for extreme athletes to be
constantly producing content, and it’s getting
some of them killed...
“Everywhereness” is a term coined by the
writer Laurence Scott. It refers to the fact
that in a networked world, our bodies no
longer represent the limit of where we are.
Our phones can transport us elsewhere, just
as other people can transport themselves to
where we are. This is the kind of dynamic that
American Consequences
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ON
CGI

By John
Podhoretz

There might have been a moment
of late when you sat in a movie
theater struggling to remain awake
as some entirely convincing space
battle between two starships a long
time ago in a galaxy far, far away
took place in front of you. (It was so
convincing, in fact, that you forgot it
wasn’t real, which didn’t make it any
more interesting.) Then you realized
that you had just seen a few other
entirely convincing and equally
boring space battles happen in some
movie about superheroes a month
earlier, and would likely find yourself
watching another in a month or two.
If I am describing your reality – and if
you have kids who like the movies or
are a habitual moviegoer yourself, this
is your reality, my friends – you have
every right to stop and ask yourself
this question:
What hath the Stained-Glass Man
wrought?

CLICK
HERE

TO READ
THE WEB
VERSION
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There’s a scene set in an otherwise forgettable
1985 film called Young Sherlock Holmes
during which a figure pops out of a stainedglass window and walks down a church
aisle brandishing a sword. It lasts all of 30
seconds. As it turned out, they were the most
revolutionary 30 seconds of cinema since
Al Jolson spoke the words “you ain’t heard
nothin’ yet” in The Jazz Singer back in 1927,
and ushered in the age of the talking picture.
The Stained-Glass Man was the first wholly
digital human character ever created, by
which I mean he was not photographed at all.
Rather, he was designed on a computer, and
that computer then directed a laser beam to
etch the Stained-Glass Man’s image 24 times
a second onto a piece of film. He moved and
the camera moved with him, at one point
circling him to show he was both flat and
3-dimensional. Those 30 seconds took a team
of Oscar-winning special-effects wizards six
months to complete. The Stained-Glass Man
was the work of a new division of George
Lucas’ company, Industrial Light & Magic.
The division was called Pixar. In a decade’s
time, Pixar would begin to make a string of
wildly successful animated films in whose
cinematic preparation or execution no pen
ever touched paper.
Jolson had made movies speak. The computer
made movies visually limitless. But what
was different about “computer-generated
imagery” is that, in the words of the film
historian Stephen Prince, it made possible
the creation of “credible photographic images
of things which cannot be photographed.”
Steven Spielberg describes seeing the raw
CGI footage of dinosaurs running across a
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monitor for his 1993 film, Jurassic Park, as
the moment he knew movies had changed
forever, precisely because you could make a
dinosaur look as if it existed in real life. But
the true visionary special-effects director was
James Cameron, who had used CGI to make
it appear as though a column of water had
consciousness in his 1989 picture, The Abyss.
Cameron saw how he could use these
techniques to make non-existent settings seem
real. As Prince writes of a later Cameron
movie, “One of the more spectacular digital
images in True Lies is a long shot of a chateau
nestled beside a lake and surrounded by the
Swiss Alps. The image is a digital composite,
blending a mansion from Newport, Rhode
Island, water shot in Nevada, and a digital
matte painting of the Alps.” Cameron would
take this magician’s trick to the limit with
his recreation of the HMS Titanic in a 1997
movie that featured 500 different effects shots
and became the box-office champion of all
time. That is, until it was bested by Cameron’s
own Avatar in 2009, which is largely set in a
non-existent world called Pandora, and into
which the faces and bodies of the actors
were digitized and then inserted. Avatar made
$2.8 billion.
What Cameron did with Titanic suggested
there might be a glorious future for digital
filmmaking: a future in which the past could
be resurrected in a way it had never been
before, and in which moviemakers could work
almost like novelists in the sense that they
could simply incept any reality they chose
and put it onto the screen. But things haven’t
turned out that way, as Cameron’s later
triumph with Avatar proved. The computer’s

dominance of big-budget filmmaking has
not led to a new kind of hyper-realism
that would give writers and directors new
freedom. Instead, it has addicted Hollywood
to unreality of an entirely new sort.
The best example of this is the rise of the
comic-book superhero movie. For decades,
both on television and in the movies, this
stuff was scraping-the-bottom-of-thebarrel entertainment. Special effects were so
primitive that the sight of a man trying to fly,
or someone using some form of superpower,
was more apt to be risible than exciting. (This
is why the genre tended to degenerate into
camp. It was so self-defeating that it had to
make fun of itself before you made fun of
it.) But in 2002 came Spider-Man, the first
superhero movie of the digital age. And it was
a smash. It was followed not only by its own
sequels but by a series of successful movies
based on the X-Men comic books. And then,
in 2008, Marvel made the leap to film with
its own version of its comic book, Iron Man.
This was, as the younglings say, “the gamechanger,” as the comic-book picture joined
with science fiction and animated features to
serve as the mainstays of Hollywood.
If you go through the list of the top-grossing
movies of all time in the U.S., you literally
have to travel down to No. 35 – thirty-five!
– to find one that isn’t dominated by special
effects or digital work. It’s Mel Gibson’s The
Passion of the Christ. And it’s not until you get
to No. 43 that you find one set in the present
day (American Sniper). What this tells you is
that for most moviegoers under the age of 40,
going to the movies is about seeing special
effects, and it has been for nearly 20 years.

Now, switch over to the chart that shows
you the most successful movies of all time
adjusted for inflation and the story is radically
different. The top 25 on that list include Gone
with the Wind (at No. 1), The Sound of Music,
Dr. Zhivago, The Godfather, The Sting, and The
Graduate. These movies conjure up a different
kind of moviegoing experience – one that’s
story-based and involves recognizable people
in recognizable settings facing problems in the
real world. This was what the movies were for
– to reconfigure reality in a highly dramatic
(or comic) way, with the goal of entertaining
people by making them feel as though they
might live through what the characters are
living through. That was the nature of the
regular fare produced by Hollywood that
didn’t make it to the all-time charts – the
singles and doubles and triples, if you will,
rather than the home runs.

The computer’s dominance
of big-budget filmmaking
has not led to a new kind
of hyper-realism that
would give writers and
directors new freedom.
Instead, it has addicted
Hollywood to unreality
of an entirely new sort.
The breakup of the studio system half a
century ago and the subsequent takeover of
the entertainment business by corporations
that sought to impose a rational financial
framework on a creative medium that is – due
to its reliance on crazy people – irrational by
definition, changed the moviemaking game.
American Consequences
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It became a wiser and more prudent play
to swing for the fences and strike out than
make a decent pile of cash over a long period
of time. There was a time that a relatively
small, relatively realistic, even relatively
downbeat movie could catch a cultural wave
and become an object of intense discussion
and interest. I think of late 1960s fare like
Midnight Cowboy, or Bob and Carol and Ted
and Alice, or Easy Rider. Each of these movies
became a cultural sensation and, relatively
speaking, made a huge amount of money.
What each of these movies had in common
was that they dipped into controversial
subject matter and were made for adults.
Controversy does nothing for a movie now. In
fact, controversy probably hurts. And movies
aren’t made for adults, because the ideal movie
viewer is a kid between 12 and 30 who might
be induced to see the thing again and again.
Studios could make those smaller movies –
indeed, mostly made those smaller movies
– because if they failed they wouldn’t be
too damaging. But in the corporate era, the
opportunity costs of producing more modest
works that will merely double their small
investments have come to seem excessively risky
to Hollywood’s present-day panjandra – the
producers and executives who used to live only
in terror of being ousted by a Machiavellian
underling, but who are now in terror of being
held to account for their many molestations.
If you think about every movie as an
individual start-up, you can see why. What’s
better? To make the rounds of venture
capitalists with an interesting app for which
you only need $1 million in seed money,
or to have a wildly ambitious product with
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potential global appeal for which your
number is $100 million? For one thing, if
you can raise the $100 million, you can pay
yourself a lot more and spread a lot more
money around to your friends and others
with whom you might be in business at a later
date if the start-up fails. And people might
take your bigger number more seriously than
your smaller number.
So the institutional and personal bias is
toward huge projects that shower money all
over the industry, because you make money
while they’re being made and your company
will make a huge amount of money if it
hits big. And the big movies are the digital
movies, the CGI movies, the movies that
don’t tell you a story but take you on a ride.
Truth to tell, if CGI and all the tools of
digital filmmaking had been available as
the motion picture became the dominant
medium of the first half of the 20th century,
realistic cinematic storytelling might never
have evolved at all. The ability to thrill and
captivate through the creation of alternate
worlds and alternate realities is so seductive,
both for audiences and moviemakers, that it
would have been hard to resist. Indeed, the
very earliest surviving films, by the French
director Georges Méliès, are dominated not
by story but by visual and cinematic tricks.
They were made in the 1890s.
Look. I’m 56. I’ve been going to the movies
for 50 years now. And as for me, I don’t need
a medium that has returned to its infancy,
especially since there’s a chance I might be
returned to my own infancy soon enough. I
need a plot. (No, not a cemetery plot.)
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DESIGN

COMPUTERS
SCREW
UP

I TRIED TO GET MY
COMPUTER TO DESIGN THIS
MONTH’S COVER FOR ME

By Erica
Wood

American Consequences
Design Director

Our issue theme this month is “The Transition” – a fundamental change in technology,
economics, and society itself. This is the digital age. Computers can do everything. I asked
my computer to give me a vivid, powerful cover imagine and some punchy copy. This is
what I got...

>
>

Computers
can also be
very literal
minded.
Transition
means
change,
change
means
options, when
you have an
option you
come to a...
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I guess a “word cloud” in a “web
map” based on “metadata” sort of
indicates “transition.” But shaped like
a light bulb? With a finger pressing
“change”? Computers not only can be
hacked, they can be hacks. I’m sure
my computer is proud of this image. It
hurt my eyes and bored everyone in
the office. A “transition” Wikiquote from
a Nobel Prize-winning chemist makes it
really boring.
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>

This image could
be plastered up in
our break room
as a motivational
poster. Leaving
everybody to
wonder “WTF?”
while they eat
their Korean
BBQ tacos.

>

My computer went off on a
tangent about transitions in
automotive design. Where’s the
windshield? Where’s the door?
Where’s my kid in the car seat?
Googled “speed” for the cover line.
Gosh knows what Ralph Waldo
Emerson is talking about.

Okay, I’ve been guilty of using this
tired evolution image too. But at
least I got a joke out of it. Here the
computer is not only unimaginative,
it’s also showing off its digital
collage skills. Which we need more
of like we need more Neanderthals.
Darwin does give us a pithy cover
line, however.

>

>

>
Speaking of
evolution, my
computer
wanted to
remind me of
evolutionary
technological
transitions.
(Only one of
which works
worth a darn,
BTW.)

The computer is
still thinking New
Year’s Resolutions.
But humans, unlike
computers, read
left to right, and this
lady’s weightloss
journey seems
headed in the wrong
direction.

>

Speaking
of physical
transitions, which
I totally support...
My computer
doesn’t know a
bad cross dresser
when it sees
one. Back to the
drawing board.
American Consequences
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WHAT HAS
THE DIGITAL
REVOLUTION
DONE TO
PRINT
MEDIA?
d
d
e
a
l
l
i
e
It D
K
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G

reat literature is gone. Good journalism has
disappeared. Philosophy dove off the highboard of
thought only to find the pool of thinking had been
drained. Even comic books have been ruined.

By P.J.
O’Rourke

CLICK HERE TO

READ THE WEB VERSION
American Consequences
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Let us consider Superman, his alter ego Clark
Kent, and Lois Lane, the woman who loves
them both.
Superman was created by Jerry Siegel and Joe
Shuster in the 1930s, at the height of print
media’s influence.
For Superman to be at the scene and take
action against villainy, it was natural for
him to disguise himself as mild-mannered
newspaper reporter Clark Kent. That’s what
newspaper reporters did 80 years ago – be
at the scene and take action against villainy
(albeit with the power of the press rather than
with being faster than a speeding bullet, more
powerful than a locomotive, and able to leap
tall buildings in a single bound).
What if Superman were created today? The Daily
Planet is long out of business. Clark Kent and
Lois Lane are bloggers. They meet in a chat room
but never see each other in the flesh (“ITF”).
Sometimes Superman will “sext” Lois
with pictures of himself posing in his blue
jammies, red underpants worn on the outside.
And she replies, “LOL,” because Superman
has gotten very pudgy sitting at the computer
all day. He’s still living at home in Smallville
with his adoptive parents, the Kents. He has
an apartment in the basement.
Due to computer hacking, everybody knows
that “Clark Kent” is Superman. Besides,
there are no phone booths left for him to
change clothes in. (He’s too fat to fit into a
phone booth anyway.) And the places where
he could change clothes are monitored by
security cameras.
Superman continues to believe in “Truth,
Justice, and the American Way.” But he’s
50
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With the spread of reading
and writing, mankind’s
long journey out of mental
darkness began....
confused about which “way” to go with it. He
gets all his news from wackadoodle websites,
alt-right podcasts, and presidential tweets.
Therefore, when he flies off to fight villains...
“Look! Up in the sky! It’s a blimp... It’s a hot
air balloon... It’s...” The villains often turn out
to be imaginary.
Superman will come crashing through the
ceiling of the MSNBC set for “Morning Joe”
only to find that Joe Scarborough and Mika
Brzezinski have pre-taped the episode.
Of course, the villains in the original Superman
were also imaginary – Lex Luthor and Mr.
Mxyzptlk. But that was in a comic book.
Comic books are a medium for idiots. And so
is the Internet.
Literacy is hard to attain. And we’ve quit trying.
Learning to read and write is very difficult.
Homo sapiens evolved about 300,000 years
ago and for 295,000 years they never wrote
anything down. Imagine the inconvenience of
their grocery lists. Primitive man had to drag
along gnawed mammoth bones, chewed cavebear fat, and the skulls of his enemies with
their brains sucked out to remind him what
to shop for. But that was easier than writing a
grocery list.
And even when people did begin to write
grocery lists, in Mesopotamia, in the fourth
century B.C., there was no one to read them.
Literacy rates in civilizations where written

Then the computer arrived
and mankind’s long journey
up from mental darkness
came to an abrupt halt.
communication was first developed are
estimated to have been less than 1%.
You’d take your grocery list to the grocer and
he’d say, “That’s just a bunch of cuneiforms.
We’re out of cuneiforms. But have you tried
the figs?”
Over the next five millennia, things did not
progress quickly. In 1550 in Western Europe,
arguably the most advanced and developed
part of the world, the literacy rate was less
than 20%. In 1950, the global literacy rate
was still only about 56%. I have a copy of
my Great Grandfather O’Rourke’s marriage
certificate with an “X” where his signature
should be.
Although, maybe Great Granddad had been
drinking. People would rather drink than read
and write. People would rather do anything
than read and write.
People would rather thump on a tub, blow
into a bottleneck, listen to a banjo, and sing
96 verses of “Old Stewball.” Folk music is a
perfect example of how desperate people are
to entertain themselves by any means other
than reading and writing.
Reading rubs us the wrong way because to
be human is to be dyslexic. Which direction
does what chicken scratch go? What squiggle
sounds like which squawk? Have I got my
hangers where my pothooks ought to be?
It’s a problem we’ve had forever. Look at the
ancient Greek alphabet: Γ, Λ, Ω, and Ψ, for

example. The ancient Greeks had the “L,” “V,”
and “U” upside down and the “E” sideways.
No wonder nobody could read.
Reading is as hard as thinking, and people
hate to read just as much as they hate to
think. Never mind that reading and thinking
are good for them.
The world would be spared a lot of trouble
if people read and thought more. Take the
invasion of Mongol hordes, for instance.
What if Genghis Khan had thought it over
and read up on the subject? He would
have said, “Wait a minute... I’m invading
Kazakhstan? For what? I think I’ll stay in the
tent with my 500 wives.”
To read is to think. Higher thought is
impossible without a means of transcription.
How could Albert Einstein explain “E = MC2”
without writing on a blackboard? He’d have to
tell the physics class, “There’s a stick sticking
straight up with three more sticks pointing out
of it this way. After that two flat lines, one on
top of the other. Then a picture of a mountain
range and a silhouette of a breast plus a mark
that means one-two, but little bitty and up
where the breast’s shoulder should be.”
With the spread of reading and writing,
mankind’s long journey out of mental
darkness began.
From the middle of the 19th century to
the middle of the 20th century, there was a
golden age of print media. People would read
anything. People read poems. People read
really, really long books.
An empty ship bound for Australia could use
the weight of one copy of an average George
Elliot novel for ballast.
American Consequences
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Big cities had so many different daily
newspapers that there weren’t enough plucky
young newsboys shouting “Extra! Extra! Read
all about it!” to sell them all. Sometimes the
newspapers had to double up on the plucky
young newsboys and have them shout, “Extra!
Extra! Read all about it! Twice!”
Working men discussed James Joyce in pubs.
One workingman would say to another,
“Now yer Finnegans Wake, like, it goes takin’
the form of discontinuous dream-narrative
is wot oi sez.” And the other workingman
would reply, “Too right, mate. An’ oi sez
it blends yer English lexical items with yer
neologistic multilingual puns.”
True, early in that golden age people didn’t
always know good reading and writing from
bad reading and writing. Sometimes they’d
get off on the wrong track and read Das
Kapital or Mein Kampf. But by the 1950s,
everybody was reading Peyton Place and it
seemed as if we were headed into a world of
well-informed and clearly-reasoning citizens.
(Unless the Commie Russians dropped the
complete works of Dostoyevsky on us and we
were all destroyed.)

Computers instantly reduced our attention
spans to less than instant. I know that for a
fact. I Googled it.
Will something new and wonderful arise
from the digital revolution to replace the
masterpieces of print media?
We can hardly count ourselves human
without the aesthetic and intellectual feelings
brought forth by Shakespeare when he
wrote...
To be, or not to be? That is the question –
Whether ‘tis nobler in the mind to suffer
The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune
Or to take arms against a sea of troubles...
Those feelings will always be with us. Except
now they’ll look like this:

Hamlet

?

Then the computer arrived and mankind’s
long journey up from mental darkness came
to an abrupt halt.
Even in the 1960s era of punch cards we had
quit looking things up in books and started to
“ask the computer.” The computers of the day,
of course, had very modest computational
capacities and could only answer “0” or
“1,” but that was enough. You can see what
computers did to our minds in the wellinformed and clearly-reasoned plan for a
Vietnam War: Vietnam 1, USA 0.
52
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WTF?!?

ADVERTORIAL

Reclusive Millionaire Warns:
“Get Out of Cash Now”
BY PATRICK BOVE, STANSBERRY RESEARCH

Something strange is going on in the
financial system.
And according to The Wall Street Journal,
it’s causing some investors – including
the biggest banks in the world – to move
massive amounts of money out of the
banking system.
What exactly is going on and what does it
mean for your money?
I recently met up with former hedge fund
manager, Dr. Steve Sjuggerud – one of the
most widely-followed financial analysts in
the world.
Today, he shuns the spotlight and lives on
a remote island off the Florida coast. And
he’s built a new life… and a substantial
fortune… by sharing a series of eerie
predictions. Many of which have proven
correct.
• In January of 2000, he wrote: “We are
at the peak of most likely the greatest
financial mania that will ever be seen in
our lifetimes.” Next thing you know, the
NASDAQ fell more than 75%.
• On November 1, 2002, he said, “I
expect a real estate bubble to take hold.
We don’t know how far it will go. But
it has likely just begun.” You probably
remember what happened next – home
prices soared.
• Then on Friday, March 20, 2009 –
at the peak of the financial panic, he
wrote: “You want to own stocks right
now.” Stocks have nearly tripled since.
But his latest prediction has caught many
Americans completely off-guard.
Dr. Sjuggerud says, “Cash in the bank
used to mean something. But I’m telling
you – it’s going to be a huge, huge source
of regret in the months ahead.”
He told me, over the next year or two,

Steve Sjuggerud’s latest prediction has caught
many Wall Street analysts off guard.

there’s going to be a massive panic out of
the traditional banking system. In fact, it’s
already begun.
Some of the biggest investors in the world
are pulling billions of dollars at a time
out of bank deposit accounts… They’re
even selling their gold bullion. And they’re
putting all this cash in the last place you’d
ever expect.
Dr. Sjuggerud is an intensely private man.
But he was recently prodded by a friend
– one of the most successful investment
analysts in the world – to share the details
of his stunning research with the general
public.
I should warn you: What he has to say
is controversial… and not at all what
you’ll hear from the mainstream press.
But for the time being, you can view his
presentation – free of charge, right here.

Two Ways to Profit from ‘The Transition’

The Obvious
American Giant...
Excerpted from Stansberry’s Investment Advisory

CLICK
HERE

TO READ
THE WEB
VERSION
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Facebook wasn’t always poised for domination. From 2005 to 2007, MySpace
was the largest social media website in the world. At the time, MySpace was
owned by Rupert Murdoch’s News Corp. But MySpace made several fatal
mistakes. It loaded its webpages with as many ads as possible, right from
the start, making the site slow and difficult to use. In other words, it tried to
monetize its users too soon... at the expense of the users’ experience.
MySpace also didn’t do a good job of policing
its website. It allowed the use of aliases, so
people could hide behind fake names. It grew
into a seedy site, known for pornographic
content, spam, and phishing. Advertisers
retreated.
As anyone who has seen the movie The Social
Network can tell you, Facebook founder
Mark Zuckerberg took a completely different
approach... He waited until after his website
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reached critical mass before monetizing it.
Facebook wasn’t cluttered with
advertisements. It was safe and clean, and it
gave users a much better experience. By 2008,
the number of Facebook users surpassed
MySpace users.
But during this period without much revenue,
the company had to front the cost of Internet
servers – and eventually server “farms.”

When the time was right, Zuckerberg chose
an advertising model to generate the revenues
that would pay for all those servers. Facebook
charged firms for the right to access its free
users. This user base is extremely valuable
because Facebook knows a lot about them. It
knows who they are, where they are, and what
they like.
Plus, Facebook added a simple one-directional
opt-in feature for businesses: a “Like” button.
You’d think this would be useless, but it’s
hugely popular... and important.

Facebook is a living,
breathing book. And
it’s all about you, the
user. That makes it
endlessly fascinating
for virtually everyone.
See, if Facebook can figure out you are 45
years old and that you “like” BMWs, Gerber
baby bottles, and Giant-brand bicycles...
then it knows you are a perfect match for a
targeted advertisement for a coupon for a
premium child’s car seat. It’s not a gaudy ad.
Just a simple message in the corner of your
screen: “The Safest Car Seats Around.” An
ad doesn’t mean you will buy it. But you are
much more likely to if you are 45, and you
like cars and baby bottles.
Google does the same thing with targeted
advertising, but it only gets your search
history as data. Meanwhile, Facebook has
everything: all your friends, all your captions,
all their captions, and everyone’s photos. This
makes Facebook a powerful tool to conquer

an advertiser’s greatest fear: Wanamaker’s
Dilemma.
John Wanamaker was a 19th-century
businessman who built a group of popular
department stores in Philadelphia. Frustrated
with competing against Sears, Roebuck and
Co.’s store-to-farm catalog, Wanamaker
famously complained in 1886: “Half my
advertising is wasted. But I don’t know which
half!”
The problem, in a nutshell, is figuring out
where to target your ads to get the highest
rate of response. And a few simple pictures
on Facebook from a few million people is not
going to solve that.
Except, Facebook isn’t a few million people. It’s
a few BILLION people. And it’s still growing
at close to a million new users every day...
In 2012, Facebook spent $1 billion to buy
rival social media site Instagram. Instagram
has a simple, effective, person-to-person
picture-sharing service built for smartphones.
At the time, it only had 30 million users –
compared with Facebook’s 900 million. But
it was growing like mad. It expanded to 100
million active users by 2014. Today, it boasts
500 million, making it the eighth-largest
social networking site in the world.
An “active user” is anyone who logs into the
account at least once a month. Of those users,
300 million log in every day... That’s a bit less
than the U.S. adult population.
And it’s nothing compared with the WhatsApp
instant-messaging platform. Facebook paid
roughly $22 billion for WhatsApp in 2014...
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The Obvious American Giant...
At the time, WhatsApp had 400 million
users. Today, it has more than a billion
mobile users, second only to Facebook’s 1.8
billion users. (Facebook’s other messaging
app, Messenger, is the third-largest social
networking app in the world). But WhatsApp
isn’t contributing any revenue yet. It’s still
growing... along with its potential.
Pundits hate this lag. We don’t know why. It’s
the exact same strategy Zuckerberg used with
Facebook... He’s never in a hurry to monetize.
A dozen years ago, Facebook had 500,000
accounts... Since then, Facebook has added
roughly 1.7 billion unique monthly users...
more than 1 billion of whom are daily users.
In fact, the average Facebook user spends 20
minutes on this application PER DAY. And
that’s growing...
Using Facebook has a cumulative effect
because the service stores your social
memories. Ultimately, that’s what
photographs do – freeze a moment. Now,
Facebook stores a decade of moments.

Editors note: Subscribers to
Stansberry’s Investment Advisory are
up nearly 60% since Porter Stansberry
and his research team recommended
buying shares of Facebook about a
year ago – nearly triple the S&P 500
broad-market index return.
If you’d like to take control of your
investing and get recommendations
each month about the best stocks
to buy, learn more about joining the
Investment Advisory by clicking here.
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During the heyday of Madison Avenue, in the
1950s and 1960s, legendary ad man David
Ogilvy taught young copywriters to write
long advertisements. When asked who would
read a page-long advertisement, written in
small print, Ogilvy would reply, “Everyone.”
In fact, he’d say he could write an entire
250-page book that he guaranteed virtually
everyone in America would be willing to read.
“What do you think the title of the book
would be?” he’d ask. Silence would follow.
Then, Ogilvy would give away the only real
secret to advertising: “All About You.”
Facebook is a living, breathing book. And
it’s all about you, the user. That makes it
endlessly fascinating for virtually everyone.
In the software world, the “stickiness” of an
application is basically how likely you are to
come back to it. Facebook is the ultimate
“sticky” app. And for some users, this can be
all-consuming.
The value that Facebook has created is the
best example yet of the “network effect”
created by the Internet.
Facebook is free. So are Instagram and
WhatsApp. Instead, it’s the advertisers that
pay to have access to the data about Facebook
users. And they’ve been spending more
and more every year to selectively target
Facebook’s users.
That’s how Facebook capitalizes on Metcalfe’s
Law – the network effect – the more users,
the more valuable their data are to advertisers.

Two Ways to Profit from ‘The Transition’

The Unknown
Chinese Giant...
Excerpted from Steve Sjuggerud’s True Wealth letter

“Get the WeChat app, Steve,” China fund manager Brendan Ahern
told me as we hit the ground running in Beijing.

2

“Why?” I asked. “I don’t need another messaging app.”
“Because you can’t do business in China without it,” he said.
I didn’t believe him at first... How could a simple app be THAT
important?
I found out Brendan was exactly right...

CLICK
HERE

TO READ
THE WEB
VERSION
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The Unknown Chinese Giant...
“I don’t carry a wallet or purse,” an executive
told me during our first meeting in Beijing.
This executive saw that I was a bit confused.
So she smiled, held up her mobile phone, and
said something shocking:
“I do everything through WeChat or AliPay.”
It turns out, she’s not alone. Most people in
major Chinese cities do exactly the same thing...
They don’t carry cash or credit cards, and
they don’t use their cellphone number as their
primary means of communication. Instead,
they use WeChat, which is like having
Facebook, PayPal, your phone, and text
messaging all in one app.

It might be the greatest
technological revolution
that I have seen in my
career. It is certainly
happening faster and on a
larger scale than anything
I have ever seen.
WeChat has more than 700 million active
users. That’s more than twice the number of
people that live in America.
“Did you use WeChat or AliPay two or three
years ago?” I asked her.
“No. Nobody did, really.”
Think about what that means...
In the last two years, paper money in China
has been replaced almost completely... by
something that nobody really used just two or
three years ago.
58
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The Chinese actually invented paper money.
They were the first to use it – more than 500
years before the Europeans. But they found
something they like so much better today that
the use of paper money is now done (for the
most part) in China’s major cities.
What the heck is going on? It’s nothing short
of a technological revolution...
It might be the greatest technological
revolution that I have seen in my career. It
is certainly happening faster and on a larger
scale than anything I have ever seen.
In a few short years, China has leapfrogged all
of our old “legacy” industries...
The phone company and the cable company?
They’re dinosaurs... You don’t need ‘em.
The traditional bank? Irrelevant. Cash? Who
needs it?
Heck, people in China don’t even answer
their mobile phones... Today, in Beijing and
Shanghai, you have better luck reaching
people on WeChat than by phone. (That’s
why Brendan said I needed to get WeChat to
do business.)
And if you want to split the tab for dinner,
don’t reach for your wallet… (They don’t like
to carry one anyway.) Instead, one person
pays the bill by tapping on their phone –
through either WeChat or AliPay (which is
like PayPal in China). Then everyone else
pays that person using their phones – again
through WeChat or AliPay.
No wallet needed. Seriously. It’s a lot faster
than fumbling over change, or waiting on
your server to return with your credit card.

These are just a couple of examples.
The craziest part is just how quickly China
went “out with the old, in with the new.”
Our American “legacy” businesses (like the
phone company) had no legacy in China... So
as soon as a better way to communicate came
along (like WeChat), the Chinese discarded
the old systems without any sentimental
attachment.
Nobody is talking about China’s technological
revolution... But it has already completely
transformed the country’s major cities.
The companies that are the winners in this
revolution are already clear... We don’t have to
guess who will win... They’re already
right here in front of us. (For example,
WeChat is already the winner in its area. It
will be incredibly tough for someone to
come in and unseat WeChat. And there are
near monopolies like WeChat in other areas
as well.)
Tencent – WeChat’s owner – is one of the
obvious winners in China’s technological
revolution. And it’s a leader in “The New
China”...
(“The New China” generally means any
business that isn’t associated with China’s
major state-owned enterprises, like banking,
energy, and telecom.)
The battle in China is for people’s screen
time... And Tencent controls their screen time
even better than Facebook or anything else
does in America.
Tencent is “sticky,” as the tech gurus say.
Users can’t stop using its products.

The battle in China is for
people’s screen time...
And Tencent controls their
screen time even better
than Facebook or anything
else does in America.
In addition to owning WeChat, Tencent is
also the leader in mobile gaming in China.
It’s actually not just China’s mobile-gaming
leader, it is the world’s leader based on gaming
revenues. It’s ahead of Apple, Microsoft,
Sony, and the rest. And its market share is
increasing, fast.
Whether you’re hailing a taxi, paying your
bills, chatting with friends, or playing
games online, you never have to leave
Tencent’s world.
Most Americans have never even heard of
Tencent. But they will. I predict Tencent will
be the world’s largest company within the
next five years. You want to be a part of it.

Editors note: True Wealth subscribers
are up nearly 100% since Steve
Sjuggerud and his research team
recommended buying shares of
Tencent less than a year ago... or
more than five times the S&P 500
broad-market index return.
If you’d like to take control of your
investing and get recommendations
each month about the best stocks
to buy, learn more about joining True
Wealth by clicking here.
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WHAT HAPPENS TO THE
FOLKS WHO DON’T WIN IN
‘THE TRANSITION’?
An alarm sounded...
It was different from the last one.
“Live hit!” the driver gasped.
He sped around the corner and killed the
headlights.
“Stay here. I’ll be right back.” He grabbed a
small flashlight and stepped out of the car.
I reached over and locked the doors. It was a
bad neighborhood. And it was late at night.
The driver returned with a grin and pumped
his fist. “Yes!... We’ve been looking for that
one for six months!”
Last year on a Sunday evening, I spent four
hours riding shotgun with a repo man in
Baltimore, Maryland. “Bruce,” the driver,
is a grizzled veteran of the repo business.
He’s seen it all... and been shot at, beaten
up, clubbed, and called every name you can
imagine. He’s also been stabbed twice – both
times by women.
You may have seen one of the reality TV
shows about vehicle repossession. But the
company I visited is more than two muscle
heads in a tow truck... With about 100
employees, it’s one of the 10 largest repo
operations in the country.

The owner – “Jack” – agreed to provide
us unfettered behind-the-scenes access
to his business... as long as we keep him
anonymous. (Neither Bruce nor Jack are their
real names.) The reasons for Jack’s caution are
obvious. These folks keep a low profile. You
won’t see the company’s name on the side of
its vehicles. Drivers spend all night in many
of the worst neighborhoods... And they aren’t
very popular.
Despite the industry’s gruff reputation, Jack’s
company uses state-of-the-art technology to
track down deadbeat borrowers for its clients
– usually banks and other auto lenders.
In the recovery industry, Bruce is known as
a “spotter.” He drives a car outfitted with
four cameras, two in the front and two in the
back. These cameras are continuously and
automatically snapping pictures of license
plates as he combs the streets all night until
dawn.
The technology logs and stores the photos
along with the time and location. When a
lender needs a car back, it simply provides the
license plate number to the company. Bruce
cross-references it to his database to see if
he’s ever snapped that plate. If the owner is
anywhere in Baltimore... chances are Bruce
has a good idea where to look for it.

By Bill
Shaw

No matter
where
you live,
chances are
someone
has photos
of your car. If
you default
on your loan,
they know
where to
find you.

CLICK
HERE

TO READ
THE WEB
VERSION
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See, Bruce alone averages close to 200,000
photographs per month. And Jack’s company
has 49 other camera-equipped spotter cars
across several states. Of course, every major
player in the repo business now uses the same
automated rapid-photo technology that Jack
does (although Jack proudly reports that
he was the first adopter). The point is, no
matter where you live, chances are someone
has photos of your car. If you default on your
loan, they know where to find you.
If you find this creepy, you’re not alone. I
asked Bruce to enter my license plate into his
system. He instantly pulled up listings for
each of the five times he’s photographed my
truck. We had never met, but Bruce already
knew where I drive, where I work, and most
importantly, where I sleep.
Last year, I spent a few hours helping Bruce
find the cars the banks had requested that day.
Armed with dozens of photos of the deadbeat
borrowers’ plates, Bruce found four “hits” in
four hours. When he finds a car, he dispatches
one of Jack’s tow trucks to repossess it.
But our “live hit” was a little different. A live
hit is when, by chance, Bruce happens to snap a
photo of a wanted plate that he wasn’t specifically
looking for that night. This is extremely
unusual – a rare bonus. That’s why Bruce was
so excited. This particular Texas plate had “gone
cold.” Everyone had stopped looking for it.
Emotions run high when folks realize
they are losing their car. That’s why
repo men like Jack and Bruce – and
Bruce’s designated tow-truck driver
– sometimes wear bulletproof vests
and work mostly at night. That’s when
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delinquent borrowers tend to be at home –
and in bed.
Jack and Bruce’s business plays a key role in a
story my colleagues and I have been following
for more than three years now – the looming
bust in subprime auto lending.
You’ve likely heard a lot recently about
the subprime auto crash. It’s suddenly the
fashionable thing to talk about on Wall
Street and in the mainstream financial press.
Banks are slowly starting to admit that
they’ve overextended credit to certain auto
consumers. Bond-rating agencies and Wall
Street analysts are reporting on who has the
ugliest loan book. And credit agencies are
publishing horrifying stats on the types of
people who routinely get 20% financing on
cars they can’t afford.
But these statistics are always backwardlooking. They tell you what was happening
in the auto market three months ago. If you
want to find out what’s happening in auto
finance right now, you’ve got to buckle up
and ride along with guys like Bruce and Jack.
The banks and lenders try to convince Wall
Street “it’s all under control”...
But we’ve established relationships with a
handful of the repo industry’s biggest players.
And Jack and Bruce tell a different story: The
repo business is booming... which means
things are even worse than we thought for
irresponsible lenders – who will soon face
their reckoning.

HELLO WALL STREET,
WELCOME TO THE PARTY!
Longtime Stansberry’s Investment Advisory
subscribers know my collegues and I were
among the first to sound the alarm on the
looming problems in auto debt... specifically
subprime auto debt. One of our first major
auto-loan-bubble warnings came in our March
2014 issue. We’ve repeatedly sounded the
alarm since that issue.
We pointed out that much of the boom in the
auto industry following the last financial crisis
was fueled by the expansion of cheap credit
to subprime borrowers. Subprime borrowers
are the riskiest, least creditworthy borrowers.
They have the lowest credit scores, usually
defined as less than 620.
When we first began writing about the
problems in auto lending, the experts scoffed.
In 2015, for example, the economists at
consumer-credit behemoth Equifax published
a bold commentary that flew in the face of
our thesis: “The Subprime Auto Bubble Is
Fiction, Not Fact.”
In February 2015, Melinda Zabritski, director
of automotive finance for data aggregator
Experian, reassured market followers:
Whenever there is an uptick in the
number of loans to sub-prime and
deep-sub-prime customers, there is the
potential for a “sky is falling” type of
reaction. The reality is we are looking at a
remarkably stable automotive-loan market,
in part because consumers are continuing
to stay on top of their payments.

Experian does a fantastic job tracking what’s
happening in auto finance. Experian statistics
are one of our favorite research tools. The
interesting thing is, the Experian data that
accompanied Zabritski’s “remarkably stable”
commentary were indeed bleak. “Deep
Subprime” was the fastest-growing loan
category, by a wide margin. Average terms
were extending. The amounts due on monthly
payments were up – even for the riskiest
buyers. And payments had started to slip...
In September 2015, as Experian and Equifax
were reassuring the masses, we warned of “the
subprime auto collapse of 2016.”
Well... the numbers from 2016 made it
clear... Delinquencies and defaults are up.
Used-car prices are down.
The latest data in 2017 were even worse.
Delinquencies and defaults are rising to levels
not seen since the last financial crisis. New-car
sales are down.

So the
mainstream
media
has finally
caught on.
Just about
every day,
we read
an article
warning
of the
dangerous
bubble in
U.S. auto
debt.

And suddenly the “sky is falling” type reaction
seems a lot more realistic. Wall Street firms
such as Morgan Stanley and Bank of America
have recently issued warnings on auto trends.
As have the Federal Reserve, debt-rating
agency Fitch, and federal regulators at the
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency.
Steve Eisman – the investor who famously
shorted the mortgage industry in the book
and movie The Big Short – even warned about
subprime auto debt in a Bloomberg interview.
The mainstream media – including Forbes,
Fortune, and Business Insider – have dutifully
repeated these reports.
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So the mainstream media has finally caught
on. Just about every day, we read an article
warning of the dangerous bubble in U.S. auto
debt. That debt now totals a record $1.36
trillion according to the Federal Reserve Bank
of New York. A recent Bloomberg article
pointed out that’s about $6,100 of debt for
every licensed driver.
Terms like “securitizations” or “asset
backed securities” (or “ABSs”) are critical to
understanding auto finance. These financial
instruments have been used to fuel excessive
lender leverage.
In the wake of the financial crisis,
you may have heard about mortgage
originators setting up bad subprime
loans, and then offloading much of
the risk of homeowners defaulting on
their mortgages. These lenders did this

by “securitizing” most of the loans. That is,
packaging them into mortgage-backed securities
(“MBSs”), which they sold to investors.
The exact same tool exists in auto loans, except
the securities are called auto ABSs. Nationwide,
the ABS market is a fraction of what the MBS
market was in 2007. But it’s a massive problem
for certain individual players that could be
wiped out by excessive reliance on ABSs.
ABSs work like this: Lenders package
thousands of individual auto loans (worth
hundreds of millions – and sometimes billions
– of dollars) into these debt securities, which
are sold to investors in small pieces. The auto
loans serve as collateral for the debt. To entice
investors, lenders add significant amounts of
“credit protection” or “credit enhancement” to
the ABSs. This can take the form of extra cash
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put into escrow and additional auto loans to
serve as collateral for the debt to cover any
potential credit losses.
Most auto lenders use ABSs as their main
source of capital. Not only do these ABSs
allow them to offload the risk of their loans,
but selling the securities injects their coffers
with cash, allowing them to make more loans.
They provide instant cash – or “liquidity”, in
industry parlance – while moving the credit
risk from the lenders onto investors.
In today’s low-yield world, institutional
investors like pension funds, bond mutual
funds, and even some insurance companies
are happy to scoop up these ABSs that pay
interest rates ranging from 0.4% to 5.0%,
depending on the level of risk. But, when
this demand dries up... the business model of
many lenders is in peril.
If you’re just now picking up on the trends
of the auto sales and lending industry... the
graphic on the following page provides a
simple view of the various factors in play. We
call it the “auto-lending death spiral.”
As you can see, the death spiral starts when
management needs revenue growth and dips
a little lower in the credit spectrum (Box 1 and
2) to attract new customers. Many of these new,
lower-quality customers are going to need
more “creative” loan terms in order to make
their payments. So lenders may extend the terms
of the loans and accept lower down payments
than usual. Lenders also rely more on leasing to
help lower monthly payments for buyers. They
can offer lower payments because the residual
values – the estimated value of the cars at the
end of the leases – are set far too high (Box 3).

1 and seeking even lowerquality borrowers...
These spirals will typically
repeat several times before
the whole charade breaks
down, with the data getting
uglier and uglier with each
go-round.
For example, since we
began following this market
in 2013, the longest-term
length of these loans (Box
3) has gradually stretched
from 60 months (2013) to
84 months (2015) to 96
months (2016).

Some of these unqualified borrowers will
inevitably stop paying and eventually default
(Box 4), leading to more repossessions (Box
5). Repossessed cars end up at used-car
auctions. The increased use of leasing also
floods the used-car market as cars roll off
their leases after two or three years. This puts
downward pressure on used-car prices – the
lifeblood of the entire auto market (Box 6).
Since used cars are collateral for many ABSs, a
falling market for used cars weakens investor
demand for the securities, making it necessary
for auto lenders to seek other sources of
financing (Boxes 7 and 8).
To lure investors back to the ABS and funding
markets, lenders need to show Wall Street
healthy growth numbers. So auto lenders start
the spiral all over again... going back to Box

But when the death spiral
finally breaks, the entire
auto-lending market will
collapse... and take the auto manufacturers
and new-car dealers down with it...

The toll this
takes on
individuals is
harsh. More
and more
will find
themselves
suffocating
from
overwhelming
auto-loan
debt...

The toll this takes on individuals is harsh.
More and more will find themselves
suffocating from overwhelming auto-loan
debt... with their cars worth far less than
they paid. And that’s just one branch of the
massive debt problem in America.
For many, there will be no escape.
Most people with a 401(k) or brokerage
account will see huge losses. And it could
result in the biggest shift in America...
affecting both you and your money. To learn
more, including the most important step you
can take to protect yourself, click here to
get my colleague Porter Stansberry’s
new book The American Jubilee.
American Consequences
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A FORMERLY HIDDEN
GOVERNMENT REPORT
DETAILS A DANGER IN
YOUR POCKET...

CLICK HERE TO
READ THE WEB VERSION
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By Dr.
David Eifrig

One Rule You Must
Follow in 2018
If you enact just one rule in your home in the New Year, let it be this:

PUT DOWN YOUR CELLPHONE.
Last year, California’s Department of Public
Health lost a major court case.
Dr. Joel Moskowitz, director of the Center
for Family and Community Health at the
University of California-Berkeley, sued the
department for withholding information
that could be vital to the health of billions of
people around the world.
Dr. Moskowitz has spent years studying the
health effects of cellphones. He’s not alone,
either... Cellphones cause a host of problems,
from eye strain to male infertility. And now
there’s reason to think they could even kill you.
In 2014, Dr. Moskowitz requested that the
department release a set of guidelines for
the safe use of cellphones. The department
compiled the two-page document that year,
but stamped it as a “Draft and Not for Public
Release.” After he kept facing denials for
releasing the information, Dr. Moskowitz
sued the department.

The department claimed that the guidelines
were a preliminary draft... As such, it wasn’t
required to release the draft to the public.
It stated that the agency wasn’t required to
warn the public about unproven health risks.
The agency didn’t want to cause “unnecessary
panic.” It wanted to keep us in the dark.
Thankfully, the Superior Court of Sacramento
agreed that the public has a right to know.
The idea that cellphones could give us cancer
or other health problems started back when
the first phones hit the market in 1984. Since
then, anyone raising the alarm about health
problems got labeled as a “truther,” “kook,”
“attention-seeking alarmist,” or “conspiracy
theorist.” Big Medicine, Big Brother, and Big
Media all laughed them down.

Cellphones
cause a host
of problems,
from eye
strain
to male
infertility.
And now
there’s
reason to
think they
could even
kill you.

Until now.
The release of this information adds to the
growing pile of evidence that these ubiquitous
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One Rule You Must Follow in 2018
devices that we rely on for work, family life,
and personal entertainment pose a risk to our
health.
According to the data from the Pew Research
Center, 95% of American adults now own a
cellphone. That’s a dramatic increase from 11
years ago when “only” 73% of adults had one.

Mounting
evidence
shows that
cellphones,
specifically
smartphones,
can lead to
neck pain,
drops in
sperm count,
eye strain,
and DNA
damage.

I’m used to railing against the status quo
of the medical community. For years, I’ve
warned my subscribers about things like the
dangers of the antibacterial chemical triclosan
and low-salt diets and why things like coffee
and bacon aren’t as dangerous as scientists
would have you believe. I’ve even written
about the real cause of heart disease. (It’s not
high cholesterol.)
Over time, I’ve seen validation.
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) banned triclosan from hand soaps...
New studies show that removing too much
sodium from your diet damages your heart
and contributes to falls... And the World
Cancer Research Fund added coffee to its
list of ways to protect yourself from liver
cancer. And more and more studies point to
inflammation as the cause of heart disease,
not food-derived cholesterol.
That’s why, given the body of evidence, I
think cellphones are far more dangerous than
we believe right now.
Here’s my newest warning... Your cellphone
has the potential to make you extremely
sick and could lead to fatal diseases like
cancer.
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But if you use common sense, you can
effectively protect yourself and your loved ones.
And it’s not just radiation that you should be
concerned about... Mounting evidence shows
that cellphones, specifically smartphones, can
lead to neck pain, drops in sperm count, eye
strain, and DNA damage.
The last one is the biggest worry. DNA
damage puts you on the road to cancer, which
is why so many researchers are studying the
links between radiation from cellphones and
tumor growth.
And it’s not just the radiation that can cause a
problem...
Smartphone screens emit blue light. Blue
light interrupts our sleep cycle by messing up
our melatonin levels.
Melatonin, the hormone secreted to help you
fall asleep, is essential for keeping us on a
healthy, restorative schedule. Disrupting this
cycle leads to grogginess, impaired memory,
increased risk for depression and obesity, and
even loss of vision.
And the research just keeps getting worse.
The Radiological Society of North America
recently released a study linking smartphone
addiction and chemical imbalances in the
brain. In other words, too much time on your
phone can make you physically ill.
It was a small study, and done on teenagers,
but the results were significant. The more
these teens used their cellphones, the higher
their scores on addiction tests. That means

these devices interfere with everything from
productivity to sleep patterns in addicted
teens.
What’s more, researchers also used
magnetic resonance spectroscopy to look
at chemicals in the teens’ brains. Those
addicted had higher ratios of two important
neurotransmitters – gamma aminobutyric
acid (GABA) and glutamate-glutamine (Glx).
GABA slows down brain signals, while Glx
excites brain signals. Throwing off that ratio
is a signature effect of not only addiction, but
also depression and anxiety.
Now, there is some controversy about this
study and ones like it... You see, we’re still not
totally sure that smartphones cause addiction,
which then causes anxiety and depression.
The other possibility is that folks with anxiety
and depression are more likely to turn to their
phones for distraction (and subsequently get
addicted).
However, this study doesn’t surprise us
because we’ve seen so many similar studies
about the dangers of cellphones.
Smartphones literally change the way we
think. They shorten our attention spans and
cause us to constantly check that we aren’t
missing out on something. In one study,
students had their phones taken away, but
could still hear them. The researchers then
sent texts to the phones, making them go
off, but the students couldn’t answer. Their
anxiety levels skyrocketed.
These smartphones also change the way our
memory works. A 2011 study demonstrated

that people who used the Internet made less
of an effort to remember things.
It’s called “memory outsourcing.” We don’t
know if our memories will deteriorate because
of it, or if we’re simply entering an age where
we learn and process information differently
because of our reliance on technology. What
we do know is that the constant interruptions
interfere too much in our lives. In the worst
cases, they offer a tool to fuel addictive
behaviors.
One of the best things you can do... put your
cellphone away at least an hour before bed.
And keep it in another room. Not only will
it calm your anxiety, but it will also keep you
away from dangerous radiation.
And when you’re with family, say around the
table sharing your holiday meal, make sure
everyone leaves their phones in another room.
Personally, I think we spend way too much
time on our devices. Try committing to
turning your phone off for certain periods of
time, be it just an hour or overnight.
Not only will this reduce your exposure, but
it will help fight off any addictions to the
phone that you might have. Try it out, and
let us know how it goes with your family over
the next few weeks.
I detail the risks of cellphone use in my
report, “How to Protect Yourself from
Your Cellphone and Other Devices: The
EMF Radiation Protocol.” Learn more by
clicking here.
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IN THE CONTEST
BETWEEN
MAN AND MACHINE
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What Computers Can’t Do and Why There
Will Always Be a Need for Stupid Humans
Are computers smarter than we are?
There’s something called the “Turing Test,”
which is supposed to determine if computers
can “think.” The Turing Test is a doubleblind experiment to see whether a computer
can fool you into thinking that you’re
communicating with a normal human being.
Several computer programs have passed the
Turing Test.
Alan Turing – the creator of the test – was
an English computer pioneer, logician,
philosopher, and brilliant mathematician. He
was one of the people at Bletchley Park who
broke the German “Enigma” code during
World War II. It is possible that Turing never
communicated with a normal human being.
Below is a transcription of two normal human
beings communicating with each other. The
two humans are my teenage daughter and her
“BFF.” They are communicating about a third
human, a “frenemy.”

By P.J.
O’Rourke
Daughter: “She so did not say that.”
BFF: “She so did too.”
Daughter: “No way.”
BFF: “Way.”
Daughter: “I’m like OMG.”
BFF: “LOL.”
Daughter: “I mean, what?”
BFF: “On Snapchat!”
Daughter: “She is busted big time.”
Daughter and BFF: [Twenty-minute fit of

giggling]
Are computers smarter than humans? Most
humans probably can’t pass the Turing Test.
And this shows that there’s one thing we
meatbags, we skinjobs, we ugly-sacksof-mostly-water can do that replicants,
androids, synths, and all the AI on the
World Wide Web will never be able to do.
We can do stupid.

Are computers smarter
than humans?
Most humans probably
can’t pass the Turing Test.

CLICK
HERE

TO READ
THE WEB
VERSION
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A RAY OF HOPE
Humans have a lock on stupid. Computers
will never understand it. You can get stupid
results from computers – GIGO (“Garbage
In/Garbage Out”). But it takes a human
computer programmer to make it happen.
Computers can think, but the smarter
computers get, the stupider they’ll think
stupidity is.
And stupid makes the world go ’round.
It’s a big, stupid universe out there with giant
unwitting planets ignorantly spinning through
moronic orbits around a thoughtless sun.
And for what purpose? To what end? The very
meaning of life is stupid.
Ask yourself: What is the thing that demands
stupidity, supplies stupidity, has stupidity as
its raw material, and creates stupidity as its
finished product?
The thing called love.
A handsome visage, a pretty face – it’s just an
iris scan to a computer. But it’s everything to
us. We don’t care how wonderfully stupid it
makes us.
Nor is our wonderful stupidity manifested
only in romance. How could tottering
toddlers, bumbling puppies, and kittens
tangled in a ball of yarn make our hearts leap
with joy if it weren’t for our – and their –
stupidity?
How could we love all creation without a
stupid grin on our face?
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How does 1 Corinthians 13:13 read in the
computer bible?
So bandwidth, high throughput, and
gigabytes abide, these three; but the greatest
of these is gigabytes.
Computers can’t take our love away. And I
don’t believe computers can take our jobs
away, either.
Consider your job for a moment. It’s probably
pretty stupid. That means a computer can’t do it.
Most jobs are stupid. My job is stupid – as
you may have noticed, because here I am
doing it. My job is to make stupid jokes.

Consider your job for
a moment. It’s
probably pretty stupid.
That means a computer
can’t do it.
I just Googled “computer-generated jokes.”
This is the best one I found:
Why did the chicken cross the road?
To see the punchline.
I think my job is safe.
And so is my leisure time. Computers don’t
possess stupidity. Therefore, computers can’t
have fun.

Computers can’t even have the most
primitive, immature kind of fun, such as
drawing dirty graffiti on toilet stall walls. And
not just because computers don’t go to the
toilet (no “core dump” wisecracks, please).
Computers think in 0s and 1s. Here is the
closest a computer can come to drawing dirty
graffiti:
O
OO
ll
And the computer doesn’t know this is dirty
because although computers can store a lot of
knowledge, they don’t actually know anything.
Computers don’t know that seventh-grade
boys think it’s funny to draw stick figures
of women with large breasts unless it’s been
entered into their computer databases. And
seventh-grade boys, stupid as they are, don’t
input that kind of thing because Mom –
who’s no dummy – has keylogger software
installed on their computers.

spending thousands of dollars to prove that a
marlin with a brain the size of a Zippo lighter
can outsmart me.
Which returns us to the Turing Test... Yes, the
computer can fool you into thinking you’re
communicating with a normal human being.
But it can’t fool you into thinking you’re
communicating with a normal human being
that you’d like to have as a buddy.
Try the “P.J. Test.” Tell the computer, “Hold
my beer and watch this!”
Now pour that beer into the computer.
Screw you, Mr. Busy Box.
I’ll start worrying about artificial intelligence
when I encounter any intelligence at all.

What would computer fun be like anyway?
“Let’s switch power supply from 120-volt
house current to the 240-volt utility line and
blow our circuit breakers!”
More probably, it’s, “Let’s all get together
and beat Garry Kasparov at chess again.” Big
whoop.
There is no such thing as smart fun. Fun starts
out dumb when we’re little kids sticking beans
up our noses, and it gets dumber as we get
bigger and richer.
For example, one of my favorite ways to have
fun is deep-sea fishing – a sport based on my

Hank Blaustein | © 2015 Grant’s Interest Rate Observer.
Used by permission. www.GrantsPub.com
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MEN
WITHOUT
WORK
O

ver the past two
generations, America
has suffered a quiet
catastrophe. It is a
catastrophe not seen
in comparable affluent Western
societies. The catastrophe is the collapse of
work – for men. In the half century between
1965 and 2015, work rates for the American
male spiraled relentlessly downward, and an
ominous migration commenced: a “flight
from work,” in which ever-greater numbers
of working-age men exited the labor force
altogether. America is now home to an evergrowing army of jobless men no longer even
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looking for work – over 7 million between
ages 25 and 55, the traditional prime of
working life.
How big is our “men without work” problem
today? Consider a single fact: In 2015, the
work rate (or employment to population
ratio) for American males aged 25-54 was
slightly lower than it had been in 1940, at
the tail end of the Great Depression. And
according to the latest official monthly “jobs
report” data available at this writing, the work
rate for prime-age men in November 2017
was still below the 1940 level.
The general decline of work for grown men,

CLICK HERE TO
READ THE WEB VERSION

AMERICA’S QUIET
CATASTROPHE...
THE COOLAPSE OF
WORK –FOR MEN.

and the dramatic, continuing expansion of
a class of nonworking males constitutes a
fundamentally new and unfamiliar sort of
crisis for America.
The progressive detachment of ever-larger
numbers of adult men from the reality
and routines of regular paid labor poses a
self-evident threat to our nation’s future
prosperity. It can only result in lower living
standards, greater economic disparities, and
slower economic growth than we might
otherwise expect.
And the troubles posed by this male flight
from work are by no means solely economic.

It is also a social crisis – and a moral crisis.
The growing incapability of grown men to
function as breadwinners cannot help but
undermine the American family. It casts
those who nature designed to be strongest
into the role of dependents – on their wives
or girlfriends, on their aging parents, or on
government welfare.

By Nicholas
Eberstadt

Among those who should be most capable
of shouldering the burdens of civic
responsibilities, it instead encourages sloth,
idleness, and vices perhaps more insidious.
Whether we choose to recognize it or not, this
feature of the American condition – the new
“men without work” normal – is inimical to
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our tradition; it is subversive of our national
ethos, and arguably even of our civilization.
For fifty years the numbers of prime-age
men neither working nor looking for work
has grown almost four times faster than the
number who are working or looking for work.
Between 1965 and 2015, the share of the
civilian non-institutional male population
working or looking for work spiraled
downward almost without stop. The “labor
force participation rate” (or “LFPR” – job
holders and job seekers) for prime-age men
fell from an average of 96.6% in 1965 to just
88.2% in 2015. (According to the latest available
“jobs report” figures, it is 88.5% today.)
Expressed another way, the proportion of
economically inactive American men of prime
working age leapt from 3.4% in 1965 to
11.8% in 2015, and remains at 11.5% today.
At no point in the past two decades – not
for a single month – have the unemployed
exceeded the economically inactive among
America’s cohort of prime-age men. Even in
the depths of the Great Recession, America
tallied more men who were completely
inactive economically than who were
unemployed and looking for work.

WHY DOESN’T THIS
SEEM TO BOTHER US?
So very new and unfamiliar is this crisis that
it has until now very largely gone un-noticed
and un-remarked upon. Our news media,
our pundits, and our major political parties
have somehow managed to overlook this
extraordinary dislocation almost altogether.
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The collapse of work for America’s men is
manifestly a crisis for our nation – but it is
a largely invisible crisis. It is almost never
discussed in the public square. Somehow, we as
a nation have managed to ignore this problem
for decades, even as it has steadily worsened.
There is perhaps no other instance in the
modern American experience of a problem
of such enormous consequence receiving so
very little consideration by concerned citizens,
intellectuals, business leaders, and policymakers.

America is now home
to an ever-growing
army of jobless
men no longer
even looking for
work – over 7 million
between ages 25
and 55, the traditional
prime of working life.
One reason the phenomenon has been
possible to overlook is because there have
been no obvious outward signs of national
distress attending the American male’s massive
and continuing postwar exodus from paid
employment: no national strikes, no great
riots, no angry social paroxysms.
And America today is rich: by all indications,
getting even richer. So the end of work for a
large, and steadily growing, share of workingage American men has been met to date
with public complacency, in part because we
evidently can afford to do so.

And this is precisely the problem: For the
genial indifference with which the rest of
society has greeted the ever-greater absence of
adult men from the productive economy is in
itself powerful testimony that these men have
become essentially dispensable.
Another reason for the invisibility of the crisis
is the historic postwar transformation in the
nature of women’s work.
Before World War II, the exclusive economic
activity for the overwhelming majority of
American women was unpaid labor at home.
Today, the overwhelming majority of American
women – including women with relatively
young children – engage in at least some
remunerated employment outside the family.
Needless to say, that shift has opened up
prospects for prosperity in the United
States, as well as new horizons of economic
independence and autonomy.
The tremendous expansion of economic
opportunities for America’s women made
for a massive new supply of workers in the
postwar economy. This enormous influx of
new workers completely compensated for the
decline in work rates for prime-age men – and
then some.
The progressive incorporation of ever-greater
numbers of women into the workforce not
only permitted overall work rates to rise even
as male work rates were steadily falling, but
naturally also changed the complexion of
the population not at work. The prime-age
population without paid employment has
become ever more “male” over the decades
since 1948.
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Ever-greater numbers of working-age
men simply have dropped out from the
competition for jobs. These men have
established a quintessentially new and
alternative lifestyle to the age-old male quest
for a paying job: Members of this caste can
expect at least to scrape by in an employmentfree existence, and membership in the caste is
– in an important sense – voluntary.

And this mass retreat from the work economy
has been possible to ignore because the men
in question are by and large socially invisible and
inert: written off or discounted by the rest of
society, and perhaps all too often by themselves.

HOW DO MEN WITHOUT
WORK SUPPORT
THEMSELVES?
The short answer is, apparently, they
don’t. Relatives and friends and the U.S.
government float these long-term nonparticipants in the workforce, most of whom
are doing little to improve themselves or their
chances of employment.

WHAT HAS CAUSED
THESE MEN TO BE
WITHOUT WORK?
(Hint: It’s not a decline in manufacturing
jobs or a shift to a high-tech economy.)

There is a remarkable linearity of the decline
in labor-force participation rates for prime-age
American men over the past fifty years. This
great male flight from work has been almost
totally un-influenced by economic fluctuations.
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America suffered seven recessions between
1965 and 2015 – but knowing when these
recessions occurred gives us no additional
information on the trajectory of the primemale labor-force participation rate. We are
just as well off drawing a straight line heading
downward.
Recessions have had almost no impact on
the pace of this decline – ironically, statistical
analysis actually suggests recessions very slightly
slow the prime-age male flight from work.
By the same token, knowing whether the U.S.
economy was growing rapidly or slowly (or
for that matter, contracting) provides almost
no help in anticipating the pace at which
prime-age men were leaving the labor force.
As Alan Kruger, Princeton economist
and onetime chairman of the Council of
Economic Advisers for President Obama,
remarked in a speech in 2015, “According to
CPS data, the monthly rate for transitioning
from out of the labor force to back in the
labor force is unrelated to the business cycle.”

WHO ARE THE MEN
WITHOUT WORK?
Broad distinctions in the odds of being an
un-worker are apparent in accordance with
a prime-age man’s educational attainment,
marital status and family structure, race or
ethnicity, and nativity (i.e., whether nativeborn or foreign-born).
Educational attainment dramatically affects
the odds that a prime male will be holding
down a job or living as an un-worker.
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A prime-age man with at least some college
education is three times more likely to be
in the former rather than the latter, by
comparison with the “average” American
prime-age male.
Conversely, men without high school
diplomas are over twice as likely as the
national average to be “NILF” (“not in the labor
force”). High school dropouts make up 20.5%
of the NILFs but only 9.9% of paid workers.
That said: relatively educated men still
account for a perhaps surprising share of the
NILFs. In 2015 over two fifths (41.8%) of
prime-age male un-workers had at least some
college education – and a sixth (16.8%) had
at least a bachelor’s degree.
In recent decades, America has made great
strides toward becoming a better-educated
nation. The collapse of work for modern
America’s men has happened despite our
considerable upgrades in educational
attainment.
Marital status and family structure/living
arrangements likewise turn out to be powerful
predictors of whether a prime-age man will be
at work, or, alternatively, an un-worker.
Currently married men account for threefifths of prime-age jobholders but only about
a third of all NILFs (60.5% versus 35.7%).
On the other hand, men who never got
married are under-represented among the
employed (they make up 28.0% of that total)
and over-represented among NILFs (44.6%).
A similar pattern is evident for prime men
who are divorced, separated, or widowed.

Married prime-age men with children
account for over twice as much of the paid
workforce as the NILF-force (44.9% vs.
20.2%), while never married men with no
children are inversely represented (26.2% of
job holders, 43.1% of NILFs).
Living under the same roof with one or
more child also seriously shifts the odds of
being a worker: Currently, the population of
employees is almost evenly divided between
prime males with and without children at
home, but only about a quarter of the NILFs
are in households with a child at home
(26.3% vs. 73.7%).
With respect to race and ethnicity, the
greatest cleavage is between black men and
the rest. Differences among the huge and
diverse non-black grouping, to be sure, are
also evident: Hispanic men are rather more
likely to be in a job, and out of the NILF
pool, than the national average for prime-age
males, while the reverse is true of men who
self-identify as Native American.
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According to U.S. race data, black men make
up nearly twice as much of the prime-age
NILFs as of prime-age job-holders (20.4% vs.
10.6%).

Finally, foreign-born men are more likely to be
job-holders and decidedly less likely to be NILFs
than the prime male population as a whole.
Foreign-born men nowadays make up more
than a fifth of prime-age job-holders in
America, but less than a sixth of the unworkers (22.7% vs. 15.5%). By contrast
native-born men make up about 78% of the
total population of civilian non-institutional
prime-age males but account for 84% of the
NILFs.
In sum: as of 2015, an American man 25-54
years of age is more likely to be an un-worker if:
1) H
 e has no more than a high school
diploma.
2) H
 e is not married, has no children, or does
not live with the children he has.
3) He is not an immigrant.

For the genial
indifference with
which the rest of
society has greeted
the ever-greater
absence of adult men
from the productive
economy is in itself
powerful testimony
that these men have
become essentially
dispensable.

4) He is African-American.
Interestingly enough, America’s changing
racial and ethnic composition does not appear
to have had much overall effect on long-term
trends in work rates and inactivity rates.
This may sound surprising, considering that
the U.S. is a decidedly less “Anglo” nation
than a couple of generations ago – but relative
strong workforce performance by Hispanics
and Asians has essentially offset the much
weaker performance for African-Americans.
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WHAT DO MEN
WITHOUT WORK DO
ALL DAY?
Free time may be a luxury good in universal
demand, but it does not necessarily follow
that such luxury will universally be utilized in
a constructive fashion by those who obtain it.
There is an important difference between
leisure and idleness. Bluntly stated: leisure
refines and elevates, while idleness corrupts
and degrades.
Free time can be devoted to recreation, to
reflection and self-improvement, to pursuit of
knowledge, spirituality, and the arts.
Free time can also be completely wasted – or
expended in manifold ways that diminish
both the individual and his bonds to family
and community.
In 2004 (according to one U.S. Census
Bureau study), the fraction of men 20 to
64 years of age who reported they were not
working because they were taking care of
children or others was a mere 2.4% – as
against nearly 39% for un-working women
those same ages. Those percentages have
changed slightly over the past decade, but that
“care chasm” persists to this very day.
These stark numbers plainly suggest that
un-working men in modern America simply
do not prioritize care for children or other
family members.
Our best aperture into what un-working
men do with their time is something called
the American Time Use Survey (“ATUS”), a
nationwide sample survey managed by the
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Census Bureau for the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics, conducted annually since 2003.
In ATUS, respondents report how they have
used their time over the course of a 24-hour
day – not just work time, but the amount of
sleep, meal time, and many other activities.
We get a surprisingly comprehensive picture
of the differences in the daily routines for
prime-age men who are employed, those who
are unemployed, and those neither with jobs
nor seeking work.

These stark numbers
plainly suggest that
un-working men in
modern America
simply do not
prioritize care for
children or other
family members.
Also we see reported time use patterns for
prime-age women with jobs. Working primeage women offer a particularly instructive
comparison with un-working men because
these women tend to be especially pressed by
“time poverty.”
In addition to their work obligations, most
of these women are also raising children at
home. Nearly two-thirds (66%) of employed
women ages 25-54 live in a household with at
least one child under the age of 18. This compares
with just 37% of prime-age NILF men.
Given the manifold commitments they
shoulder, prime-age working women tend to

be the major demographic group with the
least discretionary time at their disposal – and
thus an especially informative counterpoint
to NILF men, who have more discretionary
time at their disposal than any other major
demographic group of working age adults.
The differences are stunning.
Not surprisingly, the two greatest differences
in reported time use between these four
groups are in “work and work-related
activities” on the one hand, and “socializing,
relaxing and leisure” on the other.
Employed prime-age men spend about
six hours a day (a daily average including
weekends and holidays) on work and workrelated activities. Employed women spent
about five hours a day. Unemployed primeage men devoted an average of over an hour
a day to these activities (mainly job search).
Prime-age men who were neither working not
looking for work spent an average of seven
minutes a day.
With neither workplace nor job search to
attend to, these non-workforce men gain an
additional 2150 hours of free time each year
in comparison to a man with a job, over 1800
hours a year as against a woman with a job,
and over 350 hours a year over even a man
who is unemployed but looking for work.
What is striking, however, is how little of this
enormous dividend of extra free time is devoted
to activities that would be of help to others in
the family – to or others in the community.
For example: NILF men put in no more time
for household care than employed women –
and less than unemployed men.
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By the same token: NILF men spend
appreciably less time caring for other
household members than either employed
women or unemployed men, and no more
than men who had paid work as well to do.

NILF men spend less time in religious and
volunteer activities than any of the three
other groups.
NILF men spend more time on “personal
care” – sleeping, grooming and the like – than
any of the other three groups: nearly 200
hours more each year than unemployed men,
over 250 hours a year more than working
women, and over 450 hours a year more than
men with jobs.
The greatest difference in the daily routine
of un-working men concerns “socializing,
relaxing and leisure.”
Un-working men devote nearly eight hours a
day to these assorted pastimes – two hours a
day more than unemployed men.
“Socializing, relaxing and leisure” are akin to a
full-time job for the un-working American male.
And just what sorts of diversions do un-working
men engage in during their roughly eight hours
a day of “socializing, relaxing and leisure”?
Men who neither work nor look for work
commit more time to “attending gambling
establishments,” “tobacco and drug use,” and
“listening to the radio” than either working
men and women or unemployed men.
Conversely, un-working men spent less time
in the following activities than any other
group: “attending museums,” “attending
performing arts,” and “attending movies/films.”
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In the ATUS category “television and movies
(not religious)”: the contrast is so enormous
as to suggest a fundamental difference in
culture. For un-working men, this category
consumes an average of five and a half hours a
day – nearly 800 hours a year more for NILF
men than unemployed men, 1200-plus hours
more than men with jobs, and nearly 1400
hours more than working women.
And what else are the un-working men
doing during their many hours of free time?
ATUS does determine this exactly. But it is
a reasonable inference that the Internet may
play a big role.
Another take on the lifestyles of men without
work can be gleaned from the General Social
Survey (“GSS”), a large-scale and ongoing
sociological study administered by the
National Opinion Research Center at the
University of Chicago.
GSS allows us to examine self-reported patterns
of social engagement, social participation, and
asocial behavior for prime-age American men
according to employment status.
By every indicator, NILF men look to be less
socially engaged than men with work.
With respect to participation in civil society,
there is a longstanding pattern of lower
religious attendance for un-working men than
for working ones. And un-working men are
much less likely to have volunteered over the
previous month than working men.
Daily newspaper reading is appreciably lower
for the un-working than the working.
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Working men are consistently more likely to
vote than un-working men.
Finally, with respect to self-reported illegal
drug use for the population of prime working
age, GSS reveals a sharp divide between
working men and others.
In 2004 (the most recent figures available)
8% of men with work said they used some
illegal drugs over the past year. 22% of
unemployed men reported illegal drug use.
And nearly 31% of un-workers admitted to
illegal drug use.
To a distressing degree, these men appear
to have relinquished what we ordinarily
think of as adult responsibilities: not only
as breadwinners, but as parents, family
members, community members, and citizens.
Having freed themselves in some large
measure of such obligations, they have filled
their days instead with the full-bore pursuit of
more immediate sources of gratification (not
all of them admirable, or even gratifying).
The data may be read to suggest that
something akin to infantilization besets all
too many un-working men.

SUMMARY
The death of work has ushered in a host of
additional costs at the personal and the social
level that may be difficult to quantify but are
easy to describe.
The costs include the corrosive effects of
prolonged idleness on personality and
behavior, the loss of self-esteem and respect
from others that may attend a man’s voluntary

loss of economic independence (and ability to
provide for others), and the loss of meaning
and fulfillment that work demonstrably
brings to so many (though admittedly not all)
people who engage in it.
The great male flight from work may thus
have increased the burden of misery in an
incalculable but nonetheless immediate
manner. We should not be surprised by any
such effect – rather, the surprise would be if a
social emasculation on this scale increased the
happiness of those concerned.
It is imperative for the future health of our
nation that we make a determined and
sustained commitment to bringing these
detached men back: into the workplace, into
their families, and into civil society.
I do not propose to offer here a
comprehensive program to accomplish
this great goal. This is not a “how to”
manual. America’s “men without work”
problem is immense and complex, and has
been gathering for fully two generations.
Redressing it will surely require action on
many different fronts – and most certainly
not just governmental action.

Nicholas Eberstadt, who earned
his AB, MPA, and PhD at Harvard
University, is America’s leading expert on
demographics and its role in economic
development. He holds the Henry Wendt
Chair in Political Economy at the American
Enterprise Institute and in 2012 was
awarded the Bradley Prize for innovative
thinking devoted to strengthening
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Tackling it will also require suggestions and
strategies from varied voices representing the
whole political spectrum and maintaining the
necessary consensus for turning the tide.
I would propose for a start that we focus
public attention in three general directions:

1) Revitalizing American business and its jobgenerating capacities.
2) Reducing the immense and perverse
disincentives against male work embedded in
our social-welfare programs.
3) A subject that needs a dissertation of its
own and which there is not space enough
here to address – a coming to terms with
the enormous challenge of bringing convicts
and felons back into our economy. These
convicts and felons are overwhelmingly
male and majority non-white. A single
variable – having a criminal record – is a key
missing piece in explaining why labor force
participation rates have collapsed much more
dramatically in America than in other affluent
Western societies.

American democratic
capitalism and the institutions,
principles, and values that
sustain and nurture it.
The above is excerpted and
condensed from his book Men
Without Work published by
Templeton Press.
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Get Me a Quote on That

Phil Donahue: “What about the poor?”
Ayn Rand: “Don’t be one of them.”
Attributed to an interview with Rand on
Donahue, circa 1979 (Not recorded in the
transcript and probably apocryphal – but, as
we journalists say, “too good to check.”)
“We watched these blue-collar workers
being interviewed on TV. For the length of
the segment, it was impossible not to feel
the sadness and anxiety they must have felt
for themselves and their families. But soon
we moved on to weather and sports...”
Joshua Ferris, Then We Came to the End
Why should I let the toad work
Squat on my life?
Can’t I use my wit as a pitchfork
And drive the brute off?
Six days of the week it soils
With its sickening poison –
Just for paying a few bills!
That’s out of proportion.
Philip Larkin, “Toads” (1954)
No, give me my in-tray
My loaf-haired secretary,
My shall-I-keep-the-call-in-Sir:
What else can I answer,
When the lights come on at four
At the end of another year?
Give me your arm, old toad;
Help me down Cemetery Road.
Philip Larkin, “Toads Revisited” (1962)
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Lord Finchley tried to mend the Electric Light
Himself. It struck him dead: And serve him right!
It is the business of the wealthy man
To give employment to the artisan.
Hilaire Belloc, “Lord Finchley”
“Alpha children wear grey. They work much
harder than we do, because they’re so
frightfully clever. I’m awfully glad I’m a Beta,
because I don’t work so hard. And then we are
much better than the Gammas and Deltas.
Gammas are stupid. They all wear green, and
Delta children wear khaki. Oh no, I don’t want
to play with Delta children. And Epsilons are
still worse. They’re too stupid to be able to
read or write. Besides they wear black, which
is such a beastly color. I’m so glad I’m a Beta.”
A child, speaking of the social castes in
Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World
Turning and turning in the widening gyre
The falcon cannot hear the falconer;
Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold;
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world,
The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere
The ceremony of innocence is drowned;
The best lack all conviction, while the worst
Are full of passionate intensity.
Surely some revelation is at hand;
Surely the Second Coming is at hand...
And what rough beast, its hour come round at last,
Slouches towards Silicon Valley to be born?
William Butler Yeats, “The Second
Coming,” with one small amendation

Sculpture of Larkin as a toad, displayed during the Larkin 25 Festival in 2010, Kingston upon Hull
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THE FINAL WORD

FOR TRUMP,
EVERYTHING
TURNS ON 2018

W

ith markets reaching record
highs, unemployment at its
lowest rate in 16 years, and
an economy that appears poised for a
2018 boom, one might expect a lull in
the media’s anti-Trump hysteria. But the
opposite has occurred. The so-called “Never
Trump” movement has now added “at all
costs” to its mantra. Whether it’s the Russia
collusion witch hunt, cheap shots about the
president’s “mental fitness,” or outrage at
his cheeseburger and cable-TV habits, the
Democrats want this president to fail. They
want him gone.

The prospect of a successful Trump
presidency is utterly horrifying to the
mainstream press. They have made their
feud with the commander in chief deeply
personal. Major news outlets have staked
their credibility on a wild-eyed conspiracy
about Trump working with the Russians
to subvert an election. There is no middle
ground here. Either Trump is the Kremlin’s
candidate, or the liberal media have engaged
in an orgy of flagrant propaganda that will
never be forgotten.
And so we have the high stakes of our current
political climate.

That’s because nothing upsets them more than
Trump’s success. The smug, liberal elitists’
nightmare scenario is that his administration
succeeds, despite all their predictions of
creeping fascism and ultimate calamity.
With the passage of new tax-reform
legislation, and many major corporations
giving their hardworking middle-class
employees bonus checks, the Left’s antiTrump urgency has only increased. And the
fight over the merits of this presidency is
only going to get more desperate as he racks
up victories.

“

Whether it’s the Russia
collusion witch hunt, cheap
shots about the president’s
“mental fitness,” or outrage at
his cheeseburger and cableTV habits, the Democrats want
this president to fail.
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FINAL WORD
While Trump has the momentum right
now, time is not on his side. He has a short
window to aggressively pursue an agenda of
prosperity, sovereignty, and the rule of law.
Soon the November midterm elections will
dominate the news cycle – by early summer, if
not earlier.

steps Congress takes on Obamacare will
also be crucial. And Trump will be tied to
the results no matter what the outcome.
As a candidate who promoted himself as
the ultimate negotiator, “The Donald” had
better outsmart the Schumer and Pelosi-led
Democrats, or else his base will lose faith.

Politicians up for reelection are pretty reliable
when it comes to pursuing their own interests
over those of their constituencies. Once
Congress turns its attention from how to
“Make America Great Again” to “making
donors pay again,” we can forget about
realizing the promise of Trump’s movement.

It’s all about results now. With tax reform
already repatriating overseas cash and
invigorating jobs and wages in America,
Trump and the GOP majority only need one
more significant policy victory to help keep
the House and Senate in Republican hands.
From there, Trump’s pathway to fulfilling his
promises and earning a second term in office
will be readily apparent.

The GOP must push its agenda and get
results. Immigration is the single biggest
political challenge on the docket, but the

To be sure, the Democrats have already set
many land mines along the way. The Mueller
probe won’t find any Trump-Russia collusion,
but it will likely claim a few more hapless
Trump-connected staffers for unrelated
infractions. The media’s anti-Trump mania is
so pervasive, they celebrate the prosecution
of process crimes as though some terrible
evil has been punished. Hopefully, Trump’s
extensive, expensive legal team will keep him
out of jeopardy while Mr. Mueller and his
band of Les Miserables-style Inspector Javerts
do their worst.
If Trump can focus, and if the GOP gets its
act together, 2018 could be the defining year
of this presidency. Regardless of what one
thinks of Trump the man, his tweeting habits,
or his personal style, let’s hope he gets the job
done as he promised he would.

Hank Blaustein | © 2013 Grant’s Interest Rate Observer.
Used by permission. www.GrantsPub.com
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A few hundred million of Trump’s fellow
Americans are depending on it.
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Street investment banks,
including Goldman Sachs,
Chase Manhattan, and Yamaichi
in Japan. In 1995, Dr. Eifrig retired
from Wall Street, went to UNC-Chapel
Hill medical school, and became an
ophthalmologist.
Today, he publishes a free daily letter on
health and wealth that shows readers
how to live a millionaire lifestyle at
http://healthandwealthbulletin.com/.

American Consequences is edited by P.J.
O’Rourke, author of 19 books
including Eat The Rich and
How the Hell Did This Happen:
The Election of 2016. P.J. cut his
teeth as an editor-in-chief of the
National Lampoon and a foreign affairs
correspondent for Rolling Stone. He’s
since written for The Weekly Standard…
The Atlantic… and many other magazines.
P.J. is the H. L. Mencken fellow at the Cato
Institute, a member of the editorial board
of World Affairs and a regular panelist on
NPR’s Wait… Wait… Don’t Tell Me. He lives
with his family in rural New England, as
far away from the things he writes about
as he can get.
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Bill Shaw travels the globe searching
for the best investment ideas
in the commodities and
natural resource space... As
editor of two natural resource
focused newsletters, Commodity
Supercycles and Stansberry Gold & Silver
Investor, he focuses on oil & gas, base
and precious metals, agriculture equities,
and gold bullion.
Bill has also spent more than a decade
in various land development
management roles for residential
homebuilders – obtaining permits
and designing and constructing new
communities – and has managed a $100
million portfolio of land assets.

Buck Sexton is host of the nationally
syndicated talk radio program,
Buck Sexton with America Now,
heard on over 100 stations
across the country.
A former CIA and NYC Police Department
Intelligence Officer, Buck is also the cohost of Stansberry Investor Hour, a weekly
radio show that you can subscribe to for
free right here: http://investorhour.com.

AMERICAN CONSEQUENCES
How to Navigate American Consequences
If you’re having trouble navigating your online issue of American
Consequences, take a look at the bar below the magazine...
Here’s what each icon does...

Table of contents. This is a list of all the articles in the issue. If you’re
looking for a specific article, this is your first stop.
Thumbnails. This shows a small image of each page of the issue.
Think of it as flipping quickly through the pages of a magazine to find
something that jumps out at you.
Share us. Like what you read? Share it with your family and friends.
And send them to americanconsequences.com to receive the next
issue as soon as it’s published.
Print. You can select the whole magazine, or only the pages you want
to print here.
Download. Click here to download the entire magazine in a PDF
format. You can also load it on your Kindle or tablet for offline viewing.
Full screen. Eliminate distractions and make the magazine as large
as it will go.
Zoom in. Font too small? This will make it bigger, but it also makes it
harder to scroll between columns. We’re working on making it more
responsive. Stay tuned.

GOT IT? GOOD. GET STARTED...

CLICK
HERE

Have a question that’s not answered here?
E-mail feedback@americanconsequences.com.
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